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FOREWORD

Thought process is a unique boon  given to  human kind by Nature.  Man creates and
reconstructs knowledge through the process of thinking and analysis. Man  generates knowledge
by way of doing, imagining, redoing  works in a different way.  These may be called the processes
of Science.

Science is a systematic logical thought oriented process and a path to truth.  Science and
Technology have improved  human life by way of  scientific inventions, discoveries and their
applications in various fields.

Human beings understand  Nature through Science and use Nature for their benefit while
at  the same time respecting and protecting  Nature.  However it is evident that we give importance
to the first i.e., harnessing Nature and forgetting to protect and sustain Nature in its pristine form.
As a result we experience several calamities leading to destruction of Nature, climate, Earth and
finally life on Earth.

The future of the country is being shaped in the classrooms and science learning can
never be limited to learning of principles, theories and introduction of experiments. Scientific
attitude and thought shapes human beings in such a way so as to make them sensitive to Nature
and strive to uphold and maintain bio-diversity.  Science learning means commitment towards the
good and welfare of society and all life forms including human kind.

Children should learn that science is not only in textbooks  but also in the works of
peasants, the artisanship of potters, food prepared by mother etc., The local knowledge should
enter into science textbooks and must be discussed in the classrooms.  Specific observations and
logical thinking is required  in order to inculcate  values and develop life skills.  This is possible
through study of science.  The inquisitiveness and creativity should be developed through science
learning.  The skill of asking questions, critical observations and developing the spirit of investigations
and enquiry shall be facilitated through science teaching and learning.

Science teaching should promote the spirit of knowing and experimenting rather than
keep these abilities dormant.  The traditional attitude of treating science as a body of facts,
theories, principles and information needs to be transformed.  The re-learning of the true nature
of science must happen as recommended by the National Curriculum Frame Work-2005.

The textbooks are developed based on State Curriculum Framework and its Position
Paper on Science and also reflect the spirit of Right to Education Act.  Science textbooks are
developed to facilitate construction of knowledge jointly by the teacher and the pupil but never as
merely an information provider.
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The textbook facilitates learning through activities, discovery, exploration in a child centered
manner.  The activities i.e., group, individual and whole class, experiments, field investigations,
information collection, questioning, analysis, synthesis, projects etc., must become a part of learning
and as well as assessment in the context of science education.  The pupil assessment procedures
facilitate thinking in  critical and multiple ways.  Critical pedagogy and social construction become
a part of classroom pedagogies in search of truth. The spirit of continuous and comprehensive
evaluation is reflected in the assessment procedures.  Certainly the revised textbooks facilitate
the teachers in effective transaction of science duly reflecting the nature and spirit of science.

New textbooks are developed to achieve desired academic standards. So teachers
should develop various teaching learning strategies to make their students to achieve class based
academic standards.  We should avoid rote learning methods for successful implementation of
Continuous Comprehensive Evaluation (CCE). It is very impart to know more about different
methods to assess student progress  by summative and formative evaluation. New textbooks
reflects Continuous Comprehensive Evaluation and teaching method with respect of discussed
concepts. This is more useful to teachers and students.

We are very  grateful for the kind of support from the National and State level experts in
designing a textbook of science that transforms the very nature of science teaching learning in the
state classrooms.  We are also thankful to the Textbook Writers, Editors, Illustrators, Graphic
Designers for their  dedicated work for the cause of children’s science education.

With an intention to help the students to improve their understanding skills in both the
languages i.e. English and Urdu, the Government of Telangana has redesigned this book as
bilingual textbook in two parts. Part-1 comprises 1 to 8 lessons and Part-2 comprises 9 to 17
lessons.

We humbly request the educationists, parents, NGOs and children for appropriate
suggestions to improve the science textbooks.  We also expect that the teachers and teacher
educators will welcome the proposed reforms in science teaching learning process and implement
them with appropriate professional preparation and referencing.  It is also expected that a habit
of scientific enquiry and nature of questioning would be developed among children within the
contextual transaction set out in the revised science curriculum and textbooks.

Smt. B. Seshu Kumari
Director

S.C.E.R.T., Hyderabad.
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BEFORE STEP INTO TEXTBOOK ….
The textbook is designed duly considering the Inquiry Nature of childhood and their power of

imagination.  Children’s world is creative and they are more inquisitive and want to find out everything
they come across and ask several questions until they satisfy on any incomprehensive issue / objects.
This nature of the child is the basis for an enquiry mind and for pursuing the scientific knowledge in a
systematic way. Let us discuss some of the issues before preparing the children for the learning of
science in a scientific way.

The National Curriculum Frame Work – 2005 and State Curriculum Frame Work – 2011
defined science is questioning, observing the nature and try to understand the nature. For this purpose
one should question Why? What? How? When? on the observed phenomenon. The children imagine
and expect what happens? and what will be the outcomes? Children must experiment and observe by
utilizing the available resources in the local environment to find out answers to their questions.

It must be theorized and generalized based on repeated observations. The natural phenomenon
and resources which influence our life viz., day and nights, water, air, earth, heat, light, food, flora and
fauna must be understood primarily from our life experiences. For this purpose one should reflect on
our daily experiences and impact of human interventions in various natural activities / processes.  Children
must be made to appreciate the applications of science for the betterment of human life, natural
phenomenon such as rain, wind, day and nights and growth of life on the earth, bio diversity etc.,

Teachers must think and design strategies for appropriate science education and its classroom
transaction to realize the constitutional values, goals and aims of science education and the philosophical
perspectives of science education at school level.  The transformation of young minds as potential
scientists must be explored and afforded.  This requires lot of planning on the part of teacher and
professional preparation, referencing, collaborative work with the children and encourages bringing
children’s knowledge into the classrooms.

About Academic Standards….
The National and State Curriculum Frame Works, the Right to Education Act clearly envisaged

on the role of the school in achieving the expected academic standards which are subject specific and
grade specific.  Learning of science does not include learning of information alone, but it includes doing
projects to understand the science concepts, undertaking observations and experiments, collection of
information, analysis of information and finally arriving to conclusions and generalizations.

Children must draw the illustrations on the observed things and appreciate the interdependence
of the living beings in the nature.  Appropriate attitudes on keeping the bio diversity and sustaining it is
also one of the objectives of science learning in schools.  Teachers must play a vital role and take the
responsibility in developing such scientific spirit and academic standards.
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Teaching Learning Strategies ….
Teaching does not mean transferring information from the textbooks.  Teachers must understand

the philosophical base of science i.e., why science is as a subject in school curriculum? And what are
the expected goals and objectives of science teaching? What is the expected behavioral change in
children through science teaching? How to motivate the children to peruse science with increased
interest and dedication.  The teacher shall plan strategies for science teaching.  Following are the
expected strategies of the science teaching.

• Textbooks must include various learning strategies to construct knowledge on various science
concepts through observations, discussions, experimentation, collection of information.

• Using mind mapping as one of the initial whole class activity and develop debate and discussion
on the given concepts.

• Prepare children for discussions by posing appropriate questions. The questions given in the
textbook exercises make along with planning additional questions must be used.

• Textbook reading is a must to understand and to get an overall idea on the concepts introduced
in the lessons.

• Textbook may be appropriately used while teaching the lesson both by children and as well as
teachers.

• Teachers must prepare / collect appropriate equipment, plan and well in advance for a meaningful
transaction of the science lessons and plan for children participation through group / individual
/ whole class work.

• Teacher preparation includes collection and reading of appropriate reference books, sources
in the internet, library books, children exercises, appropriate questions to children to think on
the given concepts and sharing the prior ideas of the children.

• Appropriate activities to appreciate the nature and natural phenomenon.
• Plan for discussions for improved understanding and appreciation of bio-diversity and efforts

to environmental protection and specific roles of the children in doing so.
• Teaching learning strategies and the expected learning outcomes, have been developed class

wise and subject-wise based on the syllabus and compiled in the form of a Hand book to guide
the teachers and were supplied to all the schools. With the help of this Hand book the teachers
are expected to conduct effective teaching learning processes and ensure that all the students
attain the expected learning outcomes.

Conduct of Activities ….
The basic objectives of science teaching facilitate the learning of how to learn.  Therefore,

children must be facilitated to construct knowledge collaboratively through participating in whole class,
group and individual activities.

• Provide advanced information and awareness on the experiments, observations to be done
both in side and out side the classrooms along with study of reports.
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• The exercises given in the textbooks must be performed during the classroom teaching learning
processes without delay or skipping.

• The activities in the lesson shall be performed not only during its transaction but also during the
entire academic year for specific units Eg: food for the animals and changes around etc.,

• The observations, information collection, field investigations etc., must be taken up under the
teacher guidance / presence. Some of the work may be given as homework also.

• Local resources may be used as alternative equipment for designing and undertaking activities
/ experiments.

• Teacher must develop a year plan duly distributing the projects, assignments, field trips given in
the textbooks so as to complete with in the available 180 working days.

• Teachers are advised to collect information about recent studies of the areas discussed in the
textbook for every year.

About assessment ….
The present practice of testing children to what extent they learnt the information must be

replaced by understanding how children are learning. What are the learning problems? What is difficult
for children? etc., This may be possible by observing children notebooks, assignments and sitting besides
them while doing the work / problem solving. Therefore, importance must be given for the Assessment
For Learning than Assessment Of Learning.  An effort was made to provide variety of assessment
exercises in the textbooks, assess the different competencies to be developed as per the goals and
objectives of science teaching in schools.  Teachers must understand the continuity and appropriateness
of varieties of assessment.

• It is expected that every child must understand the concept and try for his own answer rather
than repeating the text given in the textbooks without any value addition.

• Teachers shall not try for uniformity in the answers across the students in the class but encourage
them for a variety of responses.

• Some of the exercises for display in the wall magazine, bulletin board, school community
meeting are not only for the sake of assessment but it reflects the nature of academic activities
to be performed in the schools.

The revised science textbook is all together an improved design reflecting the nature and spirit
of science learning and certainly make the children to think and contribute his / her ideas creatively and
facilitate the construction of concepts based on the child’s prior ideas / experiences.  There is no doubt
that children would develop creatively while following and performing the activities and exercises given
in the science textbooks. It is a challenge for teachers to make children as constructors / creators of
knowledge rather than receivers of information.
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CONSTITUTION OF  INDIA
Preamble

WE, THE PEOPLE OF INDIA, having
solemnly resolved to constitute India into
a SOVEREIGN SOCIALIST SECULAR
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC and to secure to all
its citizens:

JUSTICE, social, economic and
political:

LIBERTY of thought, expression,   belief,
faith and worship:

EQUALITY of status and of
opportunity: and to promote among them all

FRATERNITY assuring of the
individual and the unity and integrity of the
Nation:

IN OUR CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY
this twenty-sixth day of November, 1949. do
HEREBY ADOPT, ENACT AND GIVE TO
OURSELVES THIS CONSTITUTION.
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ACADEMIC STANDARDS

S.No. Academic Standard Explanation

1. Conceptual understanding

2. Asking questions and
making hypothesis

3. Experimentation and field
investigation.

4. Information skills and
Projects

5. Communication through
drawing, model making

6. Appreciation and aesthetic
sense, values

7. Application to daily life,
concern to bio diversity.

Children are able to explain, cite examples, give reasons,
and give comparison and differences, explain the process
of given concepts in the textbook. Children are able to
develop their own brain mappings.

Children are able to ask questions to understand
concepts, to clarify doubts about the concepts and to
participate in discussions. They are able to guess the
results of on issue with proper reasoning, able to predict
the results of  experiments.

Children are able to do the experiments given in the
text book and developed on their own.  Able to arrange
the apparatus, record the observati onal findings, suggest
alternative apparatus, takes necessary precautions while
doing the experiments, able to do to alternate
experiments by changing variables. They are able to
participate in field investigation and prepare reports.

Children are able to collect information related to the
concepts  given in the text book by using various methods
(interviews, checklist questionnaire) analyse the
information and interpret it. Able to conduct project works.

Children are able to counicate their conceptual
understanding by the way of drawing pictures labeling
the parts of the diagram  by drawing graphs, flow charts
and making models.

Children are able to appreciate the nature and efforts
of scientists and human beings in the development of s
ience and have aesthetic sense towards nature. They
are also able to follow constitutional values

.

Children are able to apply the knowlegde of scientific
concept they learned, to solve the problem faced in daily
life situations. Recognise the importance of  biodiversity
and takes measures to protect the biodiversity.
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S.No. Name of the Chapter Page No. Periods Month

Class VII
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FOOD COMPONENTS

ACIDS AND BASES

SILK - WOOL

MOTION - TIME

HEAT - MEASUREMENT

WEATHER - CLIMATE

ELECTRIC CURRENT-ITS EFFECTS

AIR, WINDS AND CYCLONES
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July
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September
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OUR  NATIONAL ANTHEM

- Rabindranath Tagore

Jana-gana-mana-adhinayaka, jaya he
Bharata-bhagya-vidhata.

Punjab-Sindh-Gujarat-Maratha
Dravida-Utkala-Banga

Vindhya-Himachala-Yamuna-Ganga
Uchchhala-jaladhi-taranga.

Tava shubha name jage,
Tava shubha asisa mage,

Gahe tava jaya gatha,
Jana-gana-mangala-dayaka jaya he

Bharata-bhagya-vidhata.
Jaya he! jaya he! jaya he!
Jaya jaya jaya, jaya he!!

PLEDGE

- Pydimarri Venkata Subba Rao

“India is my country; all Indians are my brothers and sisters.
I love my country, and I am proud of its rich and varied heritage.

I shall always strive to be worthy of it.
I shall give my parents, teachers and all elders respect,

and treat everyone with courtesy. I shall be kind to animals.
To my country and my people, I pledge my devotion.

In their well-being and prosperity alone lies my happiness.”
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In the previous class we have learnt that we
eat many kinds of foods like biryani, pulihora,
idly, chapathi, dal etc. and  you also learnt how
to cook some kinds of food making them tasty
and palatable by adding oil, sugandha dravyalu
(condiments) etc.

Fig. 1

• Every one have their own favourite food.

• What is your favourite food/dish? Why
do you like it?

• Is only favourite food  sufficient for you?
Why?

• What food do you eat every day?  Think,
why do you eat it?

1 FOOD COMPONENTS

Activity-1:

Make a group with five or  six students and
make a list of some day-to-day activities and
food items we eat; display your group report.
Is there any relationship between eating food
and performing activities.  Discuss with your
friends and teachers.

Food supplies the energy we need to do many
tasks in our day to day activities.

• Do we need energy when we sleep?
 Why / why not?

Do you know that even while sleeping we
breathe and circulation of blood in our body
goes on; so do you agree that we need energy
even while sleeping? Can you add some more
activities performed by our body during
sleep?

Read the following questions.  Think and
discuss with your friends.

1. Suppose you don’t eat food in lunch how
do you feel?

2. If  you don’t get anything for a day how
will you feel?

3. If  you don’t get food for many days what
will happen to you?
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4. Why should we take food? What are the
components in it?

Let us find out what components are present
in our food.

Fig. 2

Table 1: Food items and components

In Table 1, put a tick () mark if  you find
the listed food components present  in food
items.
Collect some other food packets as well
like those of  chips, coffee, biscuit, etc. and
identify the different components present in
them and record them in the table given.
• What are the components observed on

milk powder packet?

• What components are most common in
your list?

• Do you find any vitamins and minerals in
them? What are they?

• Where do you write salt and sugar? Why?
• Are there any food items with similar

components?

What are the essential components of
food?

Our food consists of  Carbohydrates, Proteins,
Fats, Vitamins and Minerals.  Besides these,
water and fibres are also present. These
are the essential components of our food
and we call them nutrients. In activity 1,
you prepared food items list. Which of them
have carbohydrates? Which of them have
proteins?

Activity– 2:  Listing out food components
Observe the given packet (Fig. 2) and list out
the food components present in it.

Food Items Carbohydrates Protein
Fat

(Lipids)
Vitamins &

Minarals Other if any

Milk Powder
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Fig. 3

Which  of  them  have  vitamins  and minerals?
The components present in food substances
can be tested easily through simple
experiments.

Activity – 3 : Confirmation of  presence of
food components
Collect different types of food materials like
milk, a  potato, little quantity oil / ghee. Test
them according to the instructions given
below. For this you will need test tubes, stand,
plate and dropper. You would also need some
chemicals as given in each section of  testing.

Take a sample of  each food item in a test tube
or plate. Prepare the chemicals needed. Test
the samples with them. Note down your
observations in your notebook

Experiment - 1: Test for Starch:
Preparation of dilute
iodine solution

Take a test tube or a cup
and add few Iodine
crystals to it. Then dilute
it with water till it
becomes light yellow/
brown.

Take a sample of  food item in the test tube.
Add a few drops of dilute Iodine solution to
the sample.

Observe the change in colour. What do you
find?
If the substance turns dark-blue or black it
contains starch. Try with ripen banana and
curry banana.

Experiment - 2:  Test for fats
Take a small quantity of  each sample. Rub it
gently on a piece of  paper.If  the paper turns
translucent the substance contains fats.

Recall your past
experience when you
have eaten vada or any
other food item on a
paper plate; you might
have noticed the paper
plate turning translucent.

Why did the paper plate turn transluscent ?

The reason for this is presence of fats in food
items.

Experiment - 3: Test for Proteins
Preparation of 2% copper
sulphate solution and 10%
sodium hydroxide solution:

To make 2% copper
sulphate solution dissolve 2
gms of copper sulphate in
100 ml of  water.

To make 10% of  Sodium
hydroxide solution dissolve 10 gms of sodium
hydroxide in 100 ml of  water.

1 gram of sodium hydroxide equals to 6 pellets
of sodium hydroxide.

If the substance you wish to test is a solid,
grind it into powder or paste. Take a little of
it in the test tube and add 10 drops of water
to the powder and stir well.

Add 2 drops of copper sulphate solution
and 10 drops of sodium hydroxide solution
to the test tube and shake well. Observe the
colour change.  If the substance colour
changes to voilet or purple confirms presence
of protein.

The above tests show the presence of
components of food which are usually present
in  larger  amounts  as  compared  to  others.

Fig. 4

 Fig 5
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All types of food that we eat contain all the
above mentioned food components. The
quantity of each component varies from type
to type.  In Rice carbohydrates are more
where as in oils, fats are present in more
quantity.

Experiment – 4: Testing of  food items
Test different food items as given in Table 2.

S.No. FOOD STARCH
Present / Absent

PROTEINS
Present / Absent

FATS
Present / Absent

1

2

3

4

5

RICE

POTATO

MILK

CURD

EGG

Table 2: Testing of  food items for Carbohydrates, Proteins, Fats

You may add your own examples. Find out
the different components in them and record
the information on the basis of  your
observations in table 2.
You can enrich the table by adding more food
substances.
Analyse the data in the table and think about
the components presents in the  food items.

Discuss with your friends and answer the
following questions.
1. Which foods show the presence of starch?
 ..........................................................................
2. What nutrients are present in milk?
 ..........................................................................
3. Which component of food could you
identify in potatoes?

 ..........................................................................

We require different quantities of
Carbohydrates, Proteins and Fats
according to age and need of  individuals.
Growing children  need more protein-
containing food like milk, meat, pulses etc.
We also need minute quantities of  some
other components called Vitamins and
Minerals to keep us healthy.

Think! Find out from your classmates
whether all of their family members take
sufficient food.  If not,why ? Find reasons
and solutions.

4.  Which food item contains more fat?

 ..........................................................................

5. Which food items contain more  protein?

 ..........................................................................

Generally every food item contains all the
components of food. But some components
may be more while some may be less.
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ROUGHAGES OR DIETARY FIBRES

Along with the carbohydrates, proteins, fats,
vitamins and minerals there are some
components of food that are necessary for our
body called roughages or dietary fibres.
Roughages are also a kind of carbohydrates
that are not digested in our body.

Activity– 4: Roughages in some food items.

Collect some vegetables like ribbed gourd,
bunch beans, lady’s finger or some boiled
sweet potato etc. break them or crush them
into pieces and observe.  You will find some
fine strands or thread like structures.  These
strands are called roughages.

Roughages help in free bowel movement in
the digestive tract and prevent constipation.
Discuss with your teacher how dietary fibres
help in preventing constipation.

SOURCES OF ROUGHAGES

Bran, shredded wheat, cereals, fruits and
vegetables, sweet and plain potato, peas
and berries, pumpkins, palak, apples,
banana, papaya and many kinds of beans are

the sources  of  roughages. We must take care
to include sufficient fibre foods in our daily
diet.

Generally we have a habit of  eating some fruits
with peels. We eat banana without peel but
fruits like apples, grapes etc. are eaten along
with peels. Most of  the vegetables are also used
along with peels, sometimes we make some
special dishes like chutneys etc. with peels. So
don’t peel or discard outer layers of  fruits or
vegetables. They are rich in nutrients. Peel
contains fibre which helps in digestion. But
now-a-days farmers use many pesticides in the
fields They are very
dangerous for our
health so we must wash
fruits and vegetables
with salt water
thoroughly.Then only it
becomes safe to eat
them along with peels.

WATER

Water is also an essential component needed
by our body. We should drink sufficient water.
Do you know we get water from fruits and
vegetables also? Most of  the fruits and
vegetables contain water.

Observe the above fruits and vegetables and
cut them. Can you find water in them? Most
vegetables like cucumber, beans, kheera,
tomatoes, gourds and fruits like, papaya and
melons etc. contain water.

 Fig. 7

 Fig. 6
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Fig 8

Why does our body need water?

Activity – 5: To know the use of  water

Take a piece of  sponge and try to move it in a
pipe. It moves with some difficulty, Remove
the sponge from the pipe, dip it in water and
try to move it again in the pipe.  It moves freely
or smoothly (Fig 9).Why does it move freely?
Water is also food  and it also helps the food
to move easily in the digestive tract. Water
helps in many other processes in our body as
well. Hence, we must drink plenty of  water.

BALANCED DIET

Activity – 6

List the food items eaten by you yesterday
from break-fast to dinner. Does your diet
contain all the necessary components of food
in it? Think and discuss with your friends.

 Fig. 9

Activity – 7

Table - 3

 Fig. 10

Look at the food ‘THALI’ with many food
items and list out the food items and food
components in it.

You need not eat all items as shown in the
“THALI” rather  you should ensure that your
food contains all food components everyday
in adequate quantity. For example, a diet
containing food items having more of
carbohydrates and protein along with a little
fat, vitamins and minerals  makes a balanced
diet.

Table - 4
Food Items Food Components

Rice Starch

Break fast Lunch Dinner
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 Fig. 11

How to make your diet a balanced one?

Taking green salads and vegetables everyday.
Taking foods like cereals, pulses, milk etc.
adequately.  Taking a bit of  fat (Oil, Ghee,
Butter etc.)  Eat seasonable fruits.

Don’t forget to supplement your daily diet
with green salads and vegetables.

Do you know?
Dry  fruits  like

dates,  plums,

raisins,  Cashew

nuts,  pistachios,

etc. also keep us healthy. Consumption of

these in small quatities is good. Name some

of  the dry fruits you know.

Balanced diet  is cheap indeed:

Scientists have found out that a balanced diet
need not necessarily be costly. Everyone can
afford it, even the poor. If  a person eats dal,
rice, rotis, green vegetables, little oil and
jaggery all the food
requirements of the
body are fulfilled. Just
balancing our diet with
different kinds of
foods is not enough. It
should be cooked in a
proper way.

You know many nutrients are lost by over
cooking, re-heating many times, washing
the vegetables after cutting them into small
pieces.

Think! Is your mid-day meal a balanced one?
Write your observations and display them in
bulletin board.

Let us know which foods are to be
eaten moderately, adequately, plenty and
sparingly.

• Foods like cereals, pulses, milk etc.
should be taken adequately.

• Fruit, leafy vegetables and other
vegetables should be used in plenty.

• Cooking oils and animal foods should
be used moderately.

• Vanaspathi, Ghee, Butter, Cheese must
be used sparingly.

Avoid junk foods:

If you are eating only pizzas and sandwiches
daily, what will happen?  Your body is being
deprived of   the other  food substances.  Junk
food  causes damages to our digestive system.
It is better to avoid eating junk food.

Discuss in groups or collect information
about junk food. In what way are they harmful
to us?

Fig. 12

Fig. 13
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Food habits of  the people depends upon
climatic conditions and cultural practices
of  the particular place. We eat rice in
large quantities but people living in north
India eat chapathies  as a daily food.
Because wheat is grown widely in that
region. The way of cooking and eating
food also reflects the cultural practices of
people.

History of  food and Nutrition:

Until about 170 years
ago there was little
scientific knowledge
about nutrition. The
founder of modern
science of nutrition was
Frenchman named
Lavoisier (1743 to 1793) whose contribution
paved new ways to nutrition research. In the
year 1752 James Lind’s discovered “Scurvy”
which could be cured or prevented by eating
fresh fruits and vegetables. In 1952 it was
known that diseases could be cured by eating
certain kinds of  foods. In 19th century it was
known that the body obtains three substances
namely proteins, fats and carbohydrates from
the food.

Key words:-
Carbohydrates, Fibres, Balanced diet,
Proteins, Fats, Constipation, Vitamins,
Minerals.

What have we learnt?
• Food contains some components

Carbohydrates, Proteins, Fats, Vitamins
and Minerals

• Fibres are also a component of food
that are present in different kinds of
fruits and vegetables.

• Food items contain all the components
of food. The amount of each
component varies from one type of food
to another.

• Roughages or Dietary fibres prevent
constipation.

• We must drink enough water so that our
body functions properly.

• The food that contains all the nutrients
like Carbohydrates, Proteins, Fats,
Vitamins and Minerals in a proper
proportions is called Balanced Diet.

• Every one requires a Balanced Diet.

Improve your learning

1. Make a list of food
items eaten during
lunch by you. Try to
mention the
components in each
food item.

2. Manjula eats only bread and omlette
daily. Do you think it is a balanced diet?
Why?
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3. Make a list of food items that contain all components of food.
4. Who am I?
a. I am a component of food that makes paper translucent.
b. Put a drop of  me on a cut potato. It turns dark blue. Who am I?
5. What will happen if  we don’t include roughage in our food?
6. Test the given food items and record the type of  component that are present in them.

(Ground nut, Cooked dal, Pulusu)
7. Draw some food items of your diet and explain why  you like them.

8. Fill in the blanks.

a. If our food is not balanced with proper nutrients we may ______________ .

b. Fibres in our diet prevent ______________ .

c. Our daily diet should include plenty of ______________ .

d. Oils and fats give us ______________ .

9. Match the following and give the reasons.

1. Fibre ( ) A) energy giving

2. Protein ( ) B) body building

3. Carbohydrates ( ) C) Bowel movement

10. If  you were invited to a party with many food items in the menu like Rice, Roti, Puri, Idly,
Dosa, Samosa, Dal, Green salad, Vegetable curry, Fruit chat, Chicken curry, Eggs, Gulab
Jamun

a.  What food items would come on to your plate to make your diet a balanced one?

b. What food items would you take plenty, adequately?

11. How is water useful to our body?

12. Prepare a balanced diet chart with the help of your group and exhibit it in your class
room science fair

13. Prepare  ‘kichidi’ with your mother’s help using all kinds of  available vegetables, dals, nuts
etc. Write a note on the process of  making kichidi.
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In our daily life we use a lot of  subatances.
Even our food has a lot of  variety.  Different
items also have different taste.  In preparing
and storing food we take a lot of care. In this
chapter we would try to understand the
reasons for some of them.  Let us first think
over the following questions related to what
we eat.

• What substances do we take as food?

• Are all  the items alike? For example do
they have the same colour, taste etc.

• In what ways are they different?
• What kind of tastes do food substances

we eat have?

Fruits, vegetables and other
food substances have
different tastes.

Write the names of  food substances that you
know in the appropriate column, based on
their taste:

• Do you experience any other tastes in
your daily life? Write them below.

• Do you find any difference in the taste
of a raw and a ripe banana?

• Do substances change their taste when
cooked?

TABLE - 1

• Do substances change their taste when
added to some other substances?

• Add sugar to lemon juice.  What change
do you notice in the taste?

• Add salt to lemon juice. How do the two
together  taste now?

2 ACIDS AND BASES
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• Is there any difference in the taste in the
above situations.

Do substances change colour when added to
other substances?

• Do you observed any change when lime
water is added to turmeric?

Activity - 1
Take some
turmeric powder.
Add a bit of water
to it and prepare
turmeric paste.
Rub the turmeric
paste on a white
paper dry it for
some time. Then draw a flower daigram on
that paper with a pencil. Colour the flower
with soap water using a brush.

• Does the colour of the flower remain the
same when soap water is used?

Similarly take some lime water. Add a few
drops of  it on a piece of  turmeric paper. Does
the paper change its colour? Is the changed
colour of  turmeric paper the same in both
the cases?

Rani and Sai dropped food they were eating
on a white sheet. They washed the sheet with
soap and found to their surprise a red spot
appearing on the sheet.

• What is the reason for the red spot?

Colour Change:- We notice here that
turmeric changes colour when soap water or
lime water is added to it. Is it possible that
some other substances also change their
colour. Let us see.

Activity - 2

Take a piece of  turmeric paper. Find as many
of the substances  given in the table-2 as
possible and put them on the turmeric paper
one by one. You could try using other
substances around you as well.  What do
you observe? Do you find any change in
colour? We notice that the colour of
turmeric paper changes with some
substances when added to it.

Record your observations in table-2

TABLE - 2

Fig.1
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The substances which indicate a change in
colour when some substances are added to
them are known as indicators.

Turmeric paper is a natural indicator. We can
also prepare other natural indicators
mentioned in the table – 2 and carry out the
tests.

Let us test some substances using these natural
indicators. To the substances mentioned in the
table – 2, add natural indicators and observe
the change in colour. Write the changed
colours in the table-2.

• What are the substances which can change
the colour of the petals of hibiscus
indicator?

• Are there any substances which can
change the colour of more than two
indicators?

• Is there any substance which cannot
change the colour of the indicator?

Try with some other substances and observe
the changes.

Activity - 3

Take solutions of  some juices of  fruits,
vegetables, cool drinks and various solutions
in beakers/test tubes and test them with blue
and red litmus papers. List out results in the
table (3), by marking () in the relevant column
if  the colour changes, put (x) if  the colour is
unchanged.

TABLE - 3
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Preparation of Lime water

Take half  a beaker full of  water. Add about 5
gm of  lime that we apply to betel leaves.
Stir the beaker well and let it stand overnight.
Filter this solution  the following day.  Use
this filtrate in all experiments you perform.
This solution should be transparent.

1) Which of the above substances changed
red litmus to blue?

2) Which of the above substances changed
the blue litmus to red?

The substances that turn blue litmus to red
are acidic in nature. The substances that are
soapy to touch and turn red litmus to blue are
basic in nature.

Some of the substances given in the list did
not change the colour of  either blue or red
litmus. These are said to be neutral in nature.

Precaution :

Don’t taste any substance unless your teacher
instructs you. Wash the  testtube, stick or
dropper you used for putting drops of
substances on different paper strips for next
use.

Activity - 4:

Classify the substances of  Table-3 depend
upon their properties.  Write in the table-4.

Now take things which are sour in taste and
used as food e.g. curd, lemon juice etc. Check
with blue and red litmus, what happens?

Indicators:

The strips of litmus paper change the colour,
based on the nature of the material put on
them. These are all indicators. They tell us
whether a substance is acidic or basic. They
are used in studying acidic and basic properties
of  substances.

Acidic Nature:-

You may have experienced a burning sensation
when bitten by an ant. The sensation is due to
the presence of  formic acid that the ant
releases. The acids present in plants and
animals are called as natural acids.

We use substances that contain acids in our
daily life.  Observe the examples given in
Table-5.

TABLE - 4
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Apart from natural acids, there are certain acids
like Hydrochloric acid, Sulphuric acid and
Nitric acid etc. that are prepared from
minerals.

Basic Nature:-

How do you feel when you touch a cake of
soap? Take it between your fingers and gently
rub your fingers on it? Do the same with the
other material. What difference do you notice?

You might have touched soap water or lime
water. How do you feel?

Can you list out some more substances that
are soapy to touch?

The substances which are soapy to touch are
basic in nature.

Some substances that we use  in our daily life,
contain different bases. For example soap,
glass cleaners etc. Various substances
containing bases are listed in the below
table.

TABLE - 6

Activity - 5

Burn a small piece of
Magnesium ribbon by
holding it with tongs.
Collect the white ash and
dissolve it in a little water.

Touch the solutions formed and test this
solution with blue litmus and red litmus.  What
do you observe?

Oxides of Magnesium when dissolved in
water form Magnesium Hydroxide. Similarly
oxides of  Potassium and Sodium form
Potassium Hydroxide and Sodium Hydroxide
when dissolved in water.  All these are basic in
nature. They would be soapy when touched.

TABLE - 5
ACID SUBSTANCE

Acetic Acid

Oleic Acid

Citric Acid

Stearic Acid

Butyric Acid

Tartaric Acid

Lactic Acid

Palmtic Acid

Oxalic Acid

Ascorbic Acid

Malic Acid

Uric Acid

Tannic Acid

Vinegar

Olive Oil

Lemon, Orange

Fats

Stale cheese

Grapes, Tamarind

Battered Milk, Curd

Palm Oil

Spinach, Tomato

Amla (emblica fruit)

Apples

Urina

Tea
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Chemical Indicators: Methyl orange and
phenolphthalein used to test acids and bases
are called chemical indicators.

Activity - 6
Take the substances that are given in table (3)
and test them with Phenolphthalein and
Methyl orange solutions. Take a small amount
of  the substance in two test tubes. Add a few
drops of  phenolphthalein and methyl orange

TABLE - 7

to each test tube separately. Note the effect.
Repeat the process for all the substances one
by one.  Draw a table just like table (7) in your
notebook. Record your observations in that
table.

What can you conclude from the above data?
Keep in mind that some substances are acidic,
some are basic and some are neutral.
Compare the above observations with those
in case of litmus test.

Can you distinguish acids and bases using the
indicators?

What would be the criteria for deciding this?

Do you believe that blood comes out of a
lemon? How is it possible?

dipped in methyl Orange or hibiscus
solution to cut the lemon. When Methyl
orange is mixed with citric acid (lemon
juice) it turns red.  But it is not blood.  In
many of our places we find people doing  this
and presenting it as magic. In our state some
are performing above science tips as black
magic (Mantralu, Chetabadi and Banamathi)
and decieve the people. Now you can also do
this!

Methyl orange gives red colour with acids
and yellow colour with bases.  Phenolphtha-
lein remains colourless in acidic solution
while it turns pink in basic solution.

When a magician or a juggler cuts a lemon,
blood flows out of  it!  Actually, he uses a knife

SUBSTANCES
Phenolphthalein

CHANGE OBSERVED IN
Methyl Orange
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Let us do some more experiments

Take a natural acid say lemon juice in six test
tubes and add Copper, Zinc, Magnesium,
Iron, Brass, Aluminium pieces to each one of
the test tubes separately. Note your
observations.

Light a matchstick and introduce it into the
test tubes.  What do you observe?  It catches
fire with a sound.  It is Hydrogen.

Do you know?

Why are the inner sides of vessels made up
of brass and copper coated with tin?

When some substances are kept in a copper
container for a long time then a blue - green
layer is formed in the inner walls of  the
container. Copper reacts with the acids
present in the substances and forms a blue
- green compound these are harmful for our
health. To avoid this reaction the inner walls
of these vessels are coated with Tin.

Why are pickles, jams, jellies preserved in glass,
porcelain and plastic containers?  If we
preserve them in copper and brass vessels the
acids in the above substances will react with
copper and brass vessels, damage them.

Have you heard about Acid rains?

Do you know
what acid rains
are? Acid rains
are the
combination of
Carbonic acid,
Sulphuric acid
and Nitric acid
with rain water. Acid rains cause damage
to buildings and monuments like Tajmahal
and our skin. Industrial waste gases contain
Sulphur dioxide, Nitrogen Oxide, Carbon
dioxide. When they get mixed with
moisture they change to Sulphuric acid,
Nitric acid, Carbonic acid. Acid rains are
also witnessed in A.P State in Visakhapatnam
district.  Can you guess the reason for acid
rain in Visakhapatnam?

Henry Cavendish, an
Italian Scientist discovered
a colourless gas called
Hydrogen Balloons are
filled with this gas. The
balloons are used for
decorations.
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Activity - 7

Take lemon juice in two test tubes and add
some pieces of marble to one test tube and
egg shells to another.  What do you observe?

Bring a burning match stick near the test tube.
What happens? The flame extinguishes.

Pass the gas into lime water. What happens?
Can you see the formation of  precipitation?
Carbon dioxide turns lime water into
milky white.

Activity - 8

Take a clean test tube. Using a clean dropper
put 10 drops of dilute Hydrochloric acid
carefully in it and also add 2 drops of
phenolphthalein indicator solution.

What is the colour of the resulting solution?

Now add Caustic soda
solution (Whose
concentration is equal to
Hydrochloric acid) drop
by drop to the test tube.
After each drop shake the
test tube well and see if
there is any change in the
colour of the solution.  Keep adding the
Caustic soda drop by drop until the colour
turns pink. Now what kind of solution does
the test tube have?

Add one drop of Hydrochloric acid and see
if it changes back to its original (colourless)
state. If not, then add one more drop of
Hydrochloric acid. Keep doing this until the
solution in the test tube becomes colourless
again.

Now can you say what kind of solution this
is? Check your claim with litmus paper.

On the basis of this experiment can you
explain how would you convert an acidic
solution into basic solution?

In the above experiment you might have
noticed that if we add excess base (caustic
soda) to acidic solution (Hydrochloric acid)
it gets converted into a base; similarly we can
change  a base into an acid by adding the acid
in excess.

Now try to write the properties of acids and
bases from your observations in the above
experiments.

We have seen that neutral solutions have
no effect on indicators. We have also seen
that acids and bases have different effects
on indicators. When is the solution made
by mixing of an acid and a base, be a
neutral?

Lemon
Juice
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If you are given a solution of Hydrochloric
acid how can you make it into a solution which
is neither acidic nor basic?

If you are given a caustic soda solution, how
can you make it into a solution which is neither
acidic nor basic?

When acids and bases are mixed in equal
concentrations they give a neutral
solution. We learn more about
neutralization in higher classes.

Manures:-

In recent years the use of chemical fertilizers
has increased. Though the use of chemical
fertilizers increases the production of  crops,
it changes the nature of the soil. Some
fertilizers increase the acidity of the soil and
some changes its basicity. Thus use of  natural
organic manure is becoming more preferred
these days.

For example by neutralizing Hydrochloric
acid solution with Caustic soda (Sodium
Hydroxide) solution, a salt Sodium Chloride
is formed. Formation of  a salt depends on
the type of an acid and a base and ratio of
their mixture.

Remember:- All neutral solutions are not salt
solutions. Sugar and Starches are neutral but
they are not salts.

Activity - 9

Test the following salt substances with red
litmus and blue litmus papers. Record your
observations in the table.

TABLE - 8

Salts:-

We have seen in the process of  neutralization,
both the acidic and the basic qualities are
changed. Actually when an acid and a base are
mixed, a chemical reaction takes place and  a
salt is produced.

Salts which change blue litmus to red are acidic
salts and  salts which change red litmus to blue
are basic salts.  Some salts affect neither blue
nor red litmus papers.  These are called neutral
salts.

Activity - 10: Classifying salts

Collect some salt substances with the help of
your teacher, make their salt solutions. Test
the salt solutions with blue litmus and red litmus
papers. Classify these salts as per your
observations in the given table.
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TABLE - 9

Why is our sweat  salty ?

Our body needs many types of  salts.  We lose
some salts through excretion. So sweat is
salty.

Do you know?

Is sweat Acid? Bases?

Uses of  some acids, bases and salts

Key words:-
Acids, Bases, Indicators, Red litmus,
Blue litmus, Acidic substance, Basic
Substance, Neutralization, Salts, Acid
rain, Phenolphthalein, Methyl orange.
What we have learnt
• Indicator helps us to find whether the

solution is acidic or basic or neutral.
• Red litmus paper, blue litmus paper,

phenolphthalein, methyl orange are
indicators.

• Hibiscus, rose petals and turmeric are
natural indicators.

• The substances that turn blue litmus to red
are acidic in nature.

• The substances that are soapy to touch and
turn red litmus to blue are basic in nature.

• Acid rains are the combination of
Carbonic acid, Sulphuric acid and Nitric
acid with rain water.

TABLE - 10
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• All substances whose solutions are
neutral are not salts. For eg. sugar and
starch solutions are  neutral, but they are
not salts.

• In the process of Neutralization, both
the acidic and basic qualities are
neutralised.

• Salts need not always be neutral, they can
be acidic or basic.

Improve your learning
1. The sting of a wasp

is Basic. How can
we treat the sting of
a wasp?

2. Why are acids not
stored in a metal
container?

3. Acidic, basic and neutral solutions are
given in three test tubes and you are given
a strip of red litmus? How will you
identify the three solutions?

4. When drops of lemon juice are put on
blue litmus it turns red what will happen
if you put some drops of soap solution
on the same position on litmus paper?

5. What happens when Nitric acid is added
to egg shell?

6. Turmeric stains on white clothes, when
washed with soap, turn red. Why?

7. Ammonia is present in window cleaners.
It turns red litmus blue. What is its
nature?

8. What is the nature of urea? Is it acidic,
basic / neutral?  How can we verify it?

9. Red litmus paper is dipped in a solution.
It remains red.  What is nature of the
solution? Explain your answer?

10. What is the effect of basic substances on
turmeric paper?

11. Can flowers and turmeric papers also be
called indicators? Why?

12. Correct the statement if it is wrong

a) Indicators show different  colours in
acidic and basic solutions.

b) Sodium Hydroxide turns blue litmus
red.

c) Tooth decay is caused by the presence
of  base in water.

13. Take vinegar, lemon juice, soapy water,
baking soda in different vessels.  Put
beetroot pieces in the vessels. Predict
what happens? Verify your prediction by
observing the changes. After 10 minutes,
30 minutes, 60 minutes record your
observations. What do you conclude?

14. Visit a doctor. Find out the medicines
she prescribes to treat acidity. Ask her
how acidity can be naturally prevented.
Prepare a report.

15. Prepare  violet cabbage juice by boiling
a piece of  cabbage in water. Use it as an
indicator and test acidic and basic
solutions with it.  Present your
observations in the form of  a table.

16. Collect different flowers and prepare
their natural indicators with the help of
filter papers verify whether they act as
indicators.
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17. Test the nature of  lemon juice and milk sample with help of  natural indicators prepared
from different flowers. Explain their nature.

18. How do you  feel about nature? It is a big natural laboratory that contains innumerable
indicators!

19. Choose the correct anser:
(A) To protect tooth decay we are advised to brush our teeth regularly. The nature of  the

tooth paste commonly used is         (         )

(a) Acidic (b) Neutral

(c) Basic (d) Salt

(B) Which of the following is acidic in nature?         (         )

(a) Lemon juice (b) Baking Soda

(c) Lime Water (d) Soap Water

(C) A Base turned Red litmus into Blue.  This can be reversed by adding the following
solution         (         )

(a) Baking soda (b) Lime

(c) Hydrogenic Acid (d) Ammonium Hydroxide

20. Match the following

a) Lactic Acid ( ) (1) Tomato

b) Acetic Acid ( ) (2) Lemon

c) Citric Acid ( ) (3) Vinegar

d) Oxalic Acid ( ) (4) Curd

21. Why industrial wastes are neutralised before releasing into water?
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One day Neelima went to a flower garden
to pluck flowers with her friend Reshma.
Suddenly, while plucking flowers, Neelima
shouted and started crying, by seeing a
caterpiller had crawling on her dress!
Reshma quickly threw it away. “Are
caterpillars harmful?” Neelima asked.
Reshma said, “All caterpillars are not
harmful, some are useful too.  Do you
know  your dress is made of something we
get from caterpillars?” Neelima was surprised
and started thinking about how dresses are
made up of material obtained from
caterpillers. She remembered studied about
that in class VI, the fibres derived from plants
like cotton & jute are made into fabric. So the
animals also give us fibres!

What fibres do animals give us? Is the way
of obtaining them similar to plants?

Which part of animal is useful to make fabrics?
Neelima asked question after question.  She
wanted to get answers to all her questions.

We get fibres from plants and animals.
Cotton, Jute, Deccan hemp (Gongoora),
Coconut  plant fibres are useful to make
different kinds of  fabrics. In the same way
we get fibres of silk and wool from
animals like silk worms, sheep, goat, camel,
yak etc.  Let us find out about these animal
fibres.

Story of  silk:

Making of silk or silk fabrics is a very
interesting story.  This involves various
persons and practices.  To know about
silk, Neelima visited a sericulture
exhibition.  People there, shared the
following experiences with Neelima.

Stall-1: Moth to egg

This was the stall where eggs and different
moths were displayed.

Hello….! I am Kishan living in Palamakula
of Ranga Reddy District.  My father works
in a seed growing centre.

3 SILK - WOOL

Fig. 1
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Do you know we call the eggs of  silk moth
as ‘seeds’?

Silk moth is like butterfly. We keep those
moths in grill mesh boxes in separate
rooms.  My father takes care of  those silk
moths.  We call them as ‘Chilakalu’, my father
said scientific name of these moths is
‘Bombyx mori’.

At the time of  laying eggs we arrange white
cloth pieces or paper.  Moths lay hundreds of
eggs on them( a female moth lays around 500
eggs in one go and dies).  Those eggs are very
small in size.

Farmers from different places of  our
districts come and purchase these eggs.  Most
of  the times my father allows these eggs to
hatch in  special chambers usually over mats,
on beds of chopped mulberry leaves to get
small worms.  Farmers not only from Medak,
Mahabubnagar districts but also from
different places of our State come and
purchase these tiny worms.

Fig. 2

Sometimes silk moths are also sold.  People
buy these silk moths to produce eggs.  These
centers are called ‘Grinages’. “I saw  a big seed
growing centre at Horsely Hills in Chittoor
district in AP” said Kishan.

Neelima walked on to the next stall.  There
she met Rehman.

Stall- 2: Egg to cocoon

Here, large trays
with leaves and
larva feeding on
them could be
seen. Some trays
had white and
yellowish egg
like structures.

As-Salam-Alekum… ! I am Rehman
from Karimnagar District.  We grow silk
worms to get cocoons.  We get 5-6 harvest
of  worms in a year.  My grandfather,
father and my brother work on our farm.
We have two acres of  Mulberry plantation.
My grandfather bought Mulberry twigs
from    Palamaneru    of     Chittoor    district,

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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where sericulture(the whole process of
obtaining silk starting from silk moth) is
carried out. We plant the twigs to get the
mulberry crop.

My father purchased tiny white coloured silk
worms (caterpillars) from seed growing
centres at Horsely Hills.  We place these
worms in trays. We chop Mulberry leaves
into small pieces to feed them.

These worms eat leaves day and night.
They need good hygienic conditions and
proper light to grow. When they grow
bigger in size, we transfer the worms into
big sized cane frames called “Cocoonage
(Chandrikalu)”

After 30-35 days the caterpillar stops
eating and settles at a particular place.  It
weaves a net to hold itself.  Caterpillar
moves its mouth from side to side and
secretes a substance, when it is exposed to
air and heat it becomes strong, this forms
the silk fibre. The net is woven completely
to cover the body of  the catterpillar.  This
seems to be a closed sack.  This is called
‘Cocoon (Pattukayalu)’.

My father said the larva of  silk worm
undergoes changes in the cocoon into a
moth. After 2-3 weeks young moths come
out from the cocoons and fly away.  So we
have to be very careful. Within 2-3 days of
formation of  cocoon, we start removing
them from the tray.

We kill the larvae inside by a process called
stiffling by putting a lot of these in a steam

oven for 10 to 15 minutes. The cocoons
have to be stiffled to kill the larva inside as
otherwise, it will cut its way out after growing
into a moth and spoil the cocoon. We will not
be able to get a continuous thread of silk
from such a cocoon. Thus we won’t be able
to obtain quality fibre for fabric!  Stiffling
helps us to store the cocoons for a long time.
(Fig. 5)  This process is usually done in a reeling
centres.

These cocoons are kept in sealed bags and
sold at the cocoon market. If not stiffled, we
sell them off within a week.  My father usually
enquires about rates of cocoons in the market
at Hindupur, Madanapally, Dharmavaram,
Kadiri, Palamaneru, Raychoti and
Hyderabad.

Do you Know?
Apart  from Mulberry, Tasar silk (Desali
Pattu) is produced in our State.  Some
species of  silk moths that lay eggs on
termanalia (oak) plantation produce tasar
silk.  Mostly tribal people rear these kind
of  cocoons.  This  silk plantation is
mainly concentrated in Karimnagar,
Adilabad, Warangal, Khammam.

Fig. 5 Stiffling
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@*g¯D�XZ#tâ�{�ZZzgwZg]ÐÓk~M@*
ìÂ¢o�Y@*ìXZ[t�JÐQ}Æ�Æ

(Close sack) Z§ZsaeYD�Z[tZq-È�
Z7(Pattukayalu) XZÏÃ Å§bÃMä��

¹Y@*ìX (Cocoon) �yc*¸¸y
~g1»ÑgzZ̧¸y &<4/õ X
G

E ÷}zZä¹�Zq-
àV~â& 3-2X ~ps�Y@*ì (Cocoon)

QZ¸¸yÐ!*CÙò�QhY@*ìXSkaëÃ»°
�âV�ëQyÃ 3-2 Zôo',â7,CìX̧¸y�WÆ
Ã̧¸yÆZ0+g� Larva ¯VÐïwfe�XZy

ë�XT (Stiffling) âg�ï�Zk§iÃ83þ EE

@*10~Steam Oven ~Zy̧¸yÅZq-(,~®Z�
4J-g3Y@*ìX@*�̧¸yÆZ0+gÆÑgz} 15

zg:ÑgzZ!*Úí~ps���yÃ»3 %YNX
�ñòYD�Zk§b�yÃy%Z[��ï

TÐëÚ�JÇqÝ�äÐ�Üg{YD X�
Zk§bëZq-£g~�JÇÀ}¯äcqÝ �

83
þ

EE��{¸¸yZq-E²áJ-ôp 7�ÃÐX
(5 gT�)^

X t§i»g¬xîg6,geWn~HY@*ì

(Stiffling) 83
þ

EE

5 X^
~ôpH (Sealed bags) ¸¸yÃ$È�

XZ¤/83þ
EE

:HYñÂë Y@*ìZzg!*iZg~�Y@*ì
Z¹Zq-ßÆZ0+g�Ö@�ï�X÷}zZ¬x
îg6,y7gÔæy-Ô�OâzgxÔ�g~Ô0*>gÔgZñaK
Zzg©gM!*�~Ãc*Å7�gc*Ä�DgT�X
HM\Y��?

Æ´z{øg~gc*�&~ (Mulberry) £]
Xg1Æí )�(àê(»g�@*ì Tasar silk

(oak)Termanalia ÅPZâZqR,â**1 (Moth)

yaZ Tasar ÆZ¼g6,Z&+}�ï�X�
�D�Xic*�{F,D©ßv�Zy~Ãc*Å

�*ôÔ¬�wM!*�ÔzgøZzg Z�ÛZß�D�X
X ~ic*�{F,ZÏyÅo»g~ÅYCì ÒãÛùÜ
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Stall 3:   Cocoon to fibre – process of
  reeling; fibre to yarn

Neelima observed that some people were
to boiling and stirring something in large
pots (Fig. 6).  She also observed removing
a thin thread and reeling it on to the reels.

We are boiling cocoons to get silk fibre.
Caterpillar of  silkworm spins fiber which is
mainly made up of two types of protein
(sirisine and fibroin) and it is very strong. The
cocoons have to be boiled to loosen the fibre
to be able to reel it

Obtaining silk fibre from cocoon is called
reeling. It is done with special machines called
reelers and twisters.  The silk fibre is carefully
collected from the cocoon and nearly 3 to 8
of such threads are wound together to make
yarn from it which is reeled (Fig. 7).  This yarn
is cleaned, bleached and coloured.

The yarn is ready to be woven into  a variety
of  designed fabrics, on looms.  You can see
reeling centres at Nandikotkur, Hyderabad,
Karimnagar etc.

Stall-4 :  Weaving

Fig. 6
Locating ends of thread of cocoon

A person stood in the corner explaining about
the process of obtaining fibre from cocoon.

Fig. 7
Located ends reeled onto reels

I am Prasanth from Shadnagar of
Ranga Reddy district. I am working in the
reeling centre.

Neelima saw cocoons being boiled in water.
She was shocked and uttered ‘Hey … !  What
are you doing?

Fig. 8 : Warp of  sari being prepared.

Neelima saw a handloom at one corner of
the exhibition and talked with the person
displaying it.

Namasthe…! I am Bhupathi belonging to
Pochampally - silk city of  Telangana.  We
weave silk fabric by using silk yarn on
handlooms.  For us, weaving is a traditional
occupation.
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)¸¸yÐg3VJ-Ôl%q»ã»§iÔ 3 S6w:D
g6Ð�J§J-(
�Vä�¬�¼ßv(,}(,}',àV~

XQkä!*gq-�JÍV hD�ñ¼Q!*wgì�
Ãïw�l%¥V6,l�ñÌ�¬X

¸¸yÆ�JÐÆYÑuzVÅÙ|#�** 6X^

¸¸yÆ�JÐÆYÑuzVÃl%¥V6,�
7X^

Zq-M�òz;V9Z�Z¸¸yÐ�J§ï%Æ
LL~6,�á-$�V÷Zm�á�ôI X §jÃeg;ì

~»x�@* (Reeling Centre) 8[ôÐì~
Xóó �V

XQÐ �Vä�¬�̧¸yÃ0*ã~Q!*ÑYg;ì
Zq-�_�ÎZzg1àZz�!M\tH�gì�?

ë¸¸yQ!*wgì�@*�SkÐy»�J§
g1ÆQ}»ÑgzZg3VÃ�ì� qÝ�,Ô

( S i r i s i n e  a n d {mîg6,�znÆ6,z�
Ð¶�D��¹ic*�{¢o�D fibroin)

�X̧¸yÃZ!*w�g3VÃe¡HY@*ì@*�Z¹}
YnX
¸¸yÐg1Æg3VÃqÝ�äÆ¿Ã

Xt»xZq-ºmáÆfg= ¹Y@*ì (Reeling)
r e e l e r s  a n d   t w i s t e r HY@*ìXXÃ

¹Y@*ìXZk§byÆ�JÐÃZôoÆ�B
Z,��JÐM:~ 18@*3 ¸¸yÐïs�½"5é EGS

qÝ (Yarn) f¦YD�@*�ÀZ�WÆ�.Þ�JÇ
(t�JÐ�sGYD�Zzg 7- HYnX)^

Z¹Ìð�äÆ�g8-�c*Y@*ìX
6,ZZlxÆÀ} (Looms) t�JÐË�ä

�WÆ�.Þ�YD�XM\g1Å%Æ%Z�/Ã
©gM!*�Zzg�*ô~�N  #~ÃdgÔ (Nandikotkur)

Mh�X
)l%ìäÐ�WJ-( 4 S6wX

�JÐÃ@*��ñ�h~Å»g~ (8 : )^
�Väú÷ÆZq-Ãä~gÇ�ñ�4
�äÃ�¬ZzgZk¿Ð!*]Å�ZkÆ0
z�s#�g;åX
áXX!÷Z**xÈììZzg÷Zm7_&ÐöFOÐì�
ÆË:~y;Æ**xÐ�gìëßv�4
�ä6,g1Æ�JÍVÐg1ÆÀ}�W�X
ÀZ&45é ENEEøgZgzZî&ìX
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We get silk yarn from reeling centres to
weave a variety of   sarees. Pochampally pattu
and Dharmavaram are famous types
produced by our state. Pochampally pattu is
also called ‘tie and die or Jamdani’.
Dharmavaram is famous for its wide border
and rich buta or dots.

Draw the flow chart of  life cycle of  silk worm
in your notebook.

Do you know?

The thread you get from the average cocoon
ranges from about 1,000 to 3,000 feet, and
about 2,000 to 3,000 cocoons are required
to make 500 gm of silk. That is about
5,000,000 feet or more than 1,000 miles!

That’s not all. People involved in the
process suffer from skin as well as
respiratory problems.

Story of  Wool:

Next day Neelima visited another part of
the exhibition with her Grandpa. The
entrance was shaped like a big sheep!
She entered through the stomach of the
sheep into the exhibition hall.  She was
surprised because the setting seemed to
be a real Kashmiri village.  There she saw
different     varieties     of     woolen     clothes

Banaras, Kanchipuram, Dharmavaram,
Narayanpet, Kothakota, Pochampally are
all  types of  silk fabrics. They get their names
from the places where they are made. You
may have also heard the names of tasar silk,
mooga silk, kosa silk, eri silk etc as you went
through different stalls here. These are all
several varieties of silk.  Some chemicals add
strength to silk fibres. Silk is used to make
other products as well like satin and crepe.
We have both handlooms and power looms
to weave silk.

Neelima was filled with wonder and delight
about the process involved in making of the
fabric of her silk frock. She tried to make a
flowchart showing the stages from silk worm
to her frock. She also wanted to make a chart
showing the life cycle of  silk moth. (Fig. 10)

Eggs

Larva

PupaAdult/ Imago

LIFE CYCLE
OF

SILKWORM

Fig. 10

Fig. 9
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( r e e l i n g ëg1»�JÇg1Å%Æ%�/
ÐqÝ�D�TÐë!ZlxÅ centre)

�hc*V&4/õ ENEG�X7_&ÐöFO"3ðFHOZzg�OâzgxÅ�hc*Vøg~
gc*�&~¯ðYC��»°�g�X7_&ÐöFO"3ðFHOÃN*ð

c*YæZãÌë�X�Oâzgx (tie and die) ZzgeZð
Æa�gìX dots zW!*gegZzgM1Lc*

9 : ^
¯gÏÔ»�7gxÔ�OâzgxÔ**gZMùÔÃ@*ÃN*Ô7_
&Ð
öF
O

Zk§bZZlxÆg§À}�ZyÆt**x
Ô
$lç

H
Oy Zk£xÐñÎx��Vt»gGYD�X

ñÇyÔÃ�yÔZk,~yÔz){t (Tasar Silk)

ÓxyÅZZlx�t**xM\�VÆZS6
Ö6,��VÐXg1Æ�JÍVÃ¢o¯äÆ
aQy~P6ðZâ5ðYC�Xg1ÐPZzg

(Satin) õ&]ÌqÝÅYC�X��H
øg}0*k�4�äZzg',¹ z){X (Crepe) �x$
XX6,g1"5é ENEY@*ìX �ä�zâV�ø7[�

�Vª]~7,�ZzgZLg1Æ�ÛZuÃ�N�
flow XQkäg1ÆQ}»�z§§]»Zq- pl��
(10 ¯äÅÃÒÅìQkÅæ�ÙX)^ chart

10:^
ZKâ^&ëEN flow chart g1ÆQ}�z§§]»

X ~¯�
HM\Y��?

Zq-Zz��K¸¸yÐ��JÇïÑY@*ìz{
ÅM�@*ìXZzg½ã 3,000Ð1,000 ½ã

¤/Zxg1qÝ 500 ¸¸y 3,000Ð2,000

�äÆaSEw�D�XªÁz7
éÐic*�{�@*ì 1,000 Å�� 5,000,000

�ßvÚg1ÆQ}Zzgg1ÆÀ}�WÆ
»x~ÑgT�Z,ßv7Óå EL~Zzg[)b
Ð�zeg�YD�X

Story of Wool QzyÅ¹ã:
�zu}�y�VäZL�Z�ZÆ�Búö»�zuZ8~î O

XZkúöÆ�Z¾ÃZq-(,}�Å§b¯c*�H �¬
åXz{Qk�ÆùÆZ0+g�Z4�ðÂúöÆZq-
(,};w~òMðXz;V�¼=c*�HåQÐ�N�

Qk QÐÎ�z{wòÆËÇ�V~M�ìX
long ÔHat äz;VQzyÆ¶!ZlxÆÎ>̄Ô

X z){�A Table cover ×Ãg coat
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like sweaters, mufflers, hats, long coats,
table covers etc. There were models of
different types of  animals like sheep, goat,
yak, llama, camel, alpaca etc there.  She
knew sheep gives wool but why were the
other animals displayed at the stalls?

Grandpa told Neelima that wool is
obtained from hair of all the animals
displayed. It is also called fleece or fur
collectively. It is mainly a protein called
Keratin. Good quality wool is obtained
from Merino sheep. They are specially
reared.  The fleece is 3-5 inches long and
very fine and most valuable.  A merino
sheep may yield about 5 to 18Kg of wool per
year.

Grandpa do we find any difference among
hair of different animals?

Certainly, hair of  camel that lives in Rajasthan
is not same as Angora goat that lives in
Kashmir.  Camels have rough and coarse hair.
Under this rough hair some animals  usually
have soft hair as well. Angora goat and the
Merino sheep have soft hair.

Grandpa where do we find sheep or goat that
give us wool?

In Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh,
Uttaranchal, Arunachal Pradesh, Sikkim,
Haryana, Punjab, Rajasthan and Gujarat. They
are often reared  on large farms.

Grandpa what are they doing with that
scissor?

That is a  shear to cut fleece from sheep.
During spring season fleece of sheep is
removed from its body using this type of
razor.  This process is called shearing
(Fig. 11). To prevent damage to skin,
grease is used.

Well Neelima, why is shearing done during
spring season?

Neelima replied:

(Guess what her answer  is ?  Write it down in
your note book)

“Neelima come here. See this big water tank
and spade”. Sheared skin with hair is dipped
in such tanks and stirred with a spade. Often
it may be washed under a stream of water as
well. This water contains some chemicals to
remove grease, dirt and dust. This process is
called  washing or scouring.

After washing, cool air is passed over the wool
which makes it softer.

Fig. 11
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z;VZYâgzVÆâewÌ�Aó��Ô�~ÔÑâÔ
z){Xz{Y�¶��Qzy�ï Alpaca ÔQz.$Ô Yak

�pz;VS6w~�zu}YâgÌúöÆa
gÇ�¸YV?

QkÆ�Z�ZYyä�VÃCc*�QzyÓx!*Zg
X���VgÇ��X YâgzVÐqÝHY@*ì
¹Y@*ìXtZq-6,z� Fur c*Fleece ZkÃq

Ð(Merino Sheep) ìXZin»Qzy÷e�
qÝHY@*ìXZyÅ¼Z�&{mîg6,ÅYC

SõÑ¯Zzg¹�{zË�@* 5@*3 Fleece ìXZq-
úQzy 18Ð5 ìXZq-÷E�Zq-�w~½ã

�îìX
�Z�ZYyHYâgzVÆ!*wZq-��D�c*Zy
~Ãð�Ût0*c*Y@*ì?
GÔZy~�Ût0*c*Y@*ìgZ1y~g�zZá

�zâV Qz.$Æ!*wZzgZùg{�~�ò~0*ðYCì
Zzg Rough Æ!*wZq-�7�D?Qz.$Æ!*w

7�g}�D�XPYâgzV~Zy C o a r s e

Angora !*ßVÆn3,x!*wÌ�D�X Rough

Æ!*w3,x5ì�D�X�Z�Z Marino sheepc*goat

Yy3,xZzg5ìQzy�¶zZà�c*VZzg��¹VX
�?
§VZzgòÔø^6,�÷ÔQF,Z�Zgz**^6,�÷Ô
=ÔCÙc*:Ô¾[ÔgZ1yZzg|Z]~0*ñYD
tZÒ(,}(,}Ãgx~0*ñYD�X �
�Z�ZYyz{ßvQk8Ãá�H�gì�?

11X^
Ã»N*Y@* Fleece ìTÐQzy Shear z{Zq-8

XñÌ·g~�ÐQzyÆ!*wSÏ§bÅgm,g ì
Zk§i»gÃQzyQ@*g** Ð»LYD�X

(ÔYâgÆl} 10: X)^ ¹Y@*ì (Shearing)

ÃvyÐôpgppÆa8Ã¤/öÎðYCìX
ñÌ·g~� Shearing �VH?C$Ë��

YVÅYCì?
�Vä�Z[�c*:
)Z0+Zi{Î���VäH�Z[�c*�Ç?ZkÃZK
â^&ëEN~ÉÀ�/õG(

XSk(,~0*ãÅN*éZzgMzhZ LL�VS�OM�
Ã�dóóQzyZ@*g~�ð¢Ã!*ßV÷BSy (Spade)

N*&½3ð EGV~ez1c*Y@*ìZzgZkÃMzh}Æfg=N*é
~�c*Y@*ìXZÒSy!*ßVÃ0*ãÆfg=
�ðc*Y@*ìX

Sk0*ã~6ðZâ5ðYC�TÐ!*ßV6,Ð
Washing XZk§iÃ ¤/öÔ�ðwz){òYCì

¹Y@*ìX Scouringc*
ZkÃ�ðäÆ�Q~�ZÃSkQzy6,Ð¦/gZY@*ì

X TÐz{'×h+5ì�YCì
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“Grandpa, What are they doing?  “Why are
they keeping heaps of fleece at separate
places?

From there, a machine rolls and pulls it out
into a thick rope and another pulls twists it
into a long thread. This is the process of
spinning.

Fig. 12

Well, they are sorting coarse and soft ones as
well as broken and long ones and making
separate piles of them. Unwanted materials
like twigs or bits of leaves etc that may be
present with the wool are also separated out.
This process is called sorting or wool classing.
Fleece is the soft mass of wool.

“Grandpa, how do these woolen fibres
get different colours? What is there in the
tubs?”

There are bleaches and dyes in the tubs.
Woolen fibres are bleached and then dyed
with different colours. The coloured fibres
are used to make
yarn. These fibres
are then combed.

There is a machine
for combing or
carding wool.
Wool is pulled
through many
teeth of the
combing
machine.

Fig. 13

Here you can see it being wound on whirling
spools as well. Thus we get the yarn for
weaving which may be dyed before.

“Grandpa how can I use those needles? What
are they doing with the needles?”

“Neelima they are knitting woolen fabrics by
using needles. Wool can be knit easily because
it has a natural bend or crimp on it”.  By
making knots with loops and rings of long
threads of yarn, woolen fabrics are knitted.
This process is called knitting.

 Fig. 14

 Fig. 15
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Xz{ßvYVQzyÅe�Ã �Z�ZYyz{ßvH�gì�
e{(~gÄgì�?

12X^
5ìZzg7�g~QzyÔÑÑZzgIK�ðQzyÃZµ�

XåVó)¢zg~q,�êVÆ�} gì�
z){��SkQzy~ÑgT�QyÃe{HY@*

ë�X Wool Classingc*Sorting ìXZk¿Ã
Ô«Qzy»3,xgz\ìX Fleece

�Z�ZYy¾§btQzyÆ�JÐZgùV~$+w
X YD�

Zy
"3ð
H
EV~Hì?Zy"3ðHEV~g8-»^Zzgg`Æ

gÇ��XQzyÆ�JÐ D y e s )á
Dye �äÆ�Q¹ZgùV~ Bleached

¯äÆa (yarn) Zyg3g3VÃ�JÇ HY@*ìX
X Sy�JÍVÃ�~ÉÅYCì X SEwHY@*ì

Zq-á�CìT~
c*C o m b i n g QzyÅ

XQzy ÅYCì C a r d i n g

Combing MachineÃ
~Ñ�ZÕVÆfg=5Y@*
ìX

�VÐZq-á�c*Zzg5Y@*ìXQZq-�Ü
gÏ¯ðYCìXZzg�zu~áQzyÃ�hD�ñZk

» (Spinning) ÐZq-M�J§¯c*Y@*ìXt»ã
§iìX

14X^
k§b Z �VM\�JÐÃl%q6,}�Z�BÐX
TÃ&4/õ ENEE qÝ�,Ð (Yarn) ëZq-J�Z�J§

Ð¬g8-�c*Y@*ìX
ÃùSEw (Needles) LL�Z�ZYy~QyÎÇV

�jVÏ?z{ßvZyÎÇVÃ³H�gì�?óó

15X^
&Í-)é EGVz{Î×VÃZEw�D�ñZzyÃ0gì

c*Bend �XZzyÃW�ãÐ¯YYìYèt�gC
�D�XN�ñ�JÍVÆÇgZzg�ú Crimp

�V~¤/{ÎD�ñQzyÆÀ}
#/õ E
NEYD

¹Y@*ìX (Knitting) XZk¿ÃàC �
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 Fig. 16

In addition to handmade process of
knitting, handlooms and power looms are
also used on which woolen yarn is woven to
fabric.

Woolen threads are stretched from the top
of loom to the bottom.  These are called
warp threads. The threads that go side to
side are weft threads. A shuttle like a big
needle takes the weft threads over and
under warp threads. One more important
part of  the loom is the harness.

The harness lifts every other warp thread so
that the weft threads go over one and under
the next. All types of yarn whether cotton or
silk or wool etc. are woven in this manner
(Fig. 16).

Neelima was surprised to see how fast
knitting was being carried out.  She sat near
a man to observe and learn how to knit.
Neelima purchased a book about woolen
fabrics and a sweater for her grandma
and returned home.

After returning home Neelima made a flow
chart to show the processes involved from
obtaining wool to producing fabric.

SHEARING

SCOURING

SORTING

BLEACHING

DYEING

COMBING/CARDING

ROLLING AND TWISTING

SPINNING

WEAVING OR KNITTING

WOOLLEN FABRIC

Grandpa asked Neelima to check and
make corrections in the sequence. Neelima did
it.  You also write the flow chart in your
notebook with necessary corrections.

Neelima thought that silk and wool are
also natural fibres like cotton.  She wanted
to find out the difference between silk
and cotton.   Think about what she wrote and
write it yourself.
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QzyÆ�JÐ��VÆQz6,Ð�Z4GYD

¹Y@*ìXz{�JÐ�Zq- Warp threads �Z7
W e f t Y+$Ð�zu~Y+$º�Q7
(weft ¹Y@*ìXZq-áú(,~Îð th reads

�JÍVÆQz6,ná warp �JÐÃ³ threads)

 ìX harness YCìZq-ZzgZë��V»8~î OÈyÚ
�zu}�JÐÃQz6,QV@* warp ¸ÈyÚCÙZq-Æ
�JÐQz6,~ZzgZ0+gzã�JÐÐ weft ìZk§b�
ÓxnÆN�ñ�JÐÎCc*g§Zzg ��¦/g@*ìX

16X X̂ Qzãz){ZÏ§i6,#/õ ENEYD�
�Vt�N�ªZy�ð�"5é ENEð¾!gëgÐ�C
ìz{Zq-M�òÆ�Ûd$Ö�"5é ENEð¾§b�Cì

X�VäZq-Â[�QzãÀzVÐ x@{�äÐ
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»gH�Qzy Flow chart �ð�Väy~Zq-
Æ�wÆ§iÔÀ}

&4/õ E
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EEÆ¿ÃªCÙ�@*ìX

SHEARING  QzyQ@*g**

SCOURING 0*ãÆ�Jg}Ð�s�**

 SORTING YR

BLEACHING �ð**

DYEING g�

COMBING/CARDING ´�**

�**Zzg.ÞeZÜ
ROLLING AND TWISTING 
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Do you know?

Wool is a poor conductor of  heat. Air
trapped in between the woollen fibres and
prevents the flow of heat from our body
to our surroundings. So we feel hot and are
protected from cold. Give reasons. Why?
People in desert area also use woollen
clothes. Woollen cloth also helps to douse
fire.

Think why is it  good to wrap a person, who
are caught fire, with a blanket.

Key words
Animal fibre, Silkworm, Cocoon Mulberry,
Sericulture, Bombyx mori, Reeling,
Fleece, Shearing, Scouring, Knitting,
Bleaching, Weaving , Dyeing, Warp, Weft

What we have learnt
• Animal fibres are natural fibres.
• Animal fibre is a protein while plant fibre

is a carbohydrate.
• Rearing of  silk worms for obtaining silk

is called sericulture.
• Egg, Larva, Pupa, Adult moth are the

stages in the life cycle of  silk worm.
• Separation of silk fibre from cocoon is

called reeling.

              Silk Cotton

1. Mainly it is a 1. Mainly it is a
protein carbohydrate

called
cellulose

• Hair of  animals like goat, sheep, camel
etc., are used to obtain woollen fibre.

• Angora goat hair is soft to spin different
types of  fabrics like shawls and sweaters.

• Removing of hair or fleece from the skin
of  sheep is called shearing.

• Cleaning of fleece with a stream of water
is called scouring.

• Knitting is the process of making fabric
by using knitting needles to form
interlocking loops and rings of woolen
yarn.

Improve your learning
1. In sericulture industry

do which stages of
silkworm do weavers
buy? Why do they do
so?

2. Which place in our
state is called silk city?

3. Prepare a chart showing life cycle of
silkworm and display that in the
classroom.

4. Why are cocoons stiffled?
5. What will happen if cocoon is not

boiled?
6. What are the differences between fleece

of angora goat and camel.
7. Make a flow chart showing various

stages of production of woollen fabric.
8. In what way is knitting  different from

weaving?
9. Prepare a scrap book with pictures of

different wool yielding animals.
10. Fill up the blank and give your reasons

for the statement.……….. fabric
protect us from cold.

11. If you are going to visit Dal lake at
Kashmir which type of clothes would
you like to keep in your luggage ? Why?
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12. Do you find any similarities and
differences between silk and wool
weaving? What are they?

13. Write 5 differences between wool and
silk manufacturing.

14. Observe designs on silk sarees, trace
them in your notebook and make your
own designs.

15. In East India silk is called pat. You
may collect different pieces of silk
fabric from a cloth store and write the
names of the type of fabric and make a
chart.

READ AND ENJOY

SILK- THAT’S HOW IT BEGAN:

Chinese traditions, along with the writings of
Confucius tell the same 2700 BC tale. It states
that the empress Leizu (Hsi- ling- shi) was having
tea one day under a mulbery tree with her husband,
emperor Huang-ti, when a silk worm’s cocoon fell
into her cup.  In an attempt to take it out, the thread
of the cocoon began to unroll. So the Empress
thought of weaving the thread. The Emperor,
encouraged his wife to study the life of silk worm,
and so she learned the art of  raising silk worms or
what is called sericulture. Her finding was taught
as well and thus the advent of  the silk industry.

However, archaeological evidences show that the
origin of  silk industry traces back to 3000 and
5000 BC. The sites of  Yangshao culture in Xia
Country, Shanxi reveal a cocoon of  a bombyx
mori or a domesticated silk worm along with silk
weaving looms.

THE WORLD OF WOOL
Woolen fabrics are as ancient as human
civilization. According to archeological evidences
domestication of woolly sheep may have started
around 6000 BC by early Iranians.  Earliest
woven wool garments are dated 2000-3000 years
later.

In 15th century, British made laws to control
wool smuggling and at one time they punished
people by cutting off their hands!  The industrial
revolution introduced mass production of wool.
Leaders of wool production are Australia and
China.

Spinning and weaving :

The spinning of
animal or vegetable
fibres into thread
dates from about
7000 BC, from the
Middle East, the
earliest tools used
wer a distaff (a cleft
stick holding a
bundle of fibres)
with a weighted
spindle to twist them together.  The oldest
known textile, from Asia Minor, dates from
around 7000 BC.  The first looms for weaving
wool date from about 5000 BC.  A Hittite
lady spins wool in a bas-relief from the 8th
century BC.
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Motion is a common experience in our
life.  We observe birds flying in air, buses,
autos, cars, bullock carts, moving on
roads, trains on railway tracks and many
other objects around us in motion.  Apart
from observing motion of  objects around
us, we  ourselves experience motion while
we are walking, running, playing, riding a
bicycle etc., Similarly we observe many
objects like trees, buildings, display boards,
electric poles etc., at rest while we walk to
school.

Other than running, playing and walking when
do you experience motion? Prepare a list.

When we sit inside a moving bus or train we
observe that the objects like trees, buildings,
electric poles etc., appear to be moving.

Are these trees, buildings, electric poles etc.,
really in motion or at rest?

To understand this we should understand
about motion and rest.

Motion - Rest:

Observe the following pictures

4 MOTION - TIME

• What difference do you notice in the
position of the car?

• What difference do you notice in the
position of the tree?

• Why has this difference occurred?
• Is it because the tree moved to the right

of the car or the car moved to the left of
the tree?

Here the position of the car has changed with
respect to the tree in ‘2’ seconds.  But there is
no change in the position of the tree with
respect to its surroundings.
An object is said to be in motion if it changes
its position with respect to its surroundings in
a given time.
An object is said to be at rest if there is no
change in its position with respect to its
surroundings in a given time.
Thus, we can say that the tree is at rest and the
car is in motion.

Can you give some more examples of
objects which are at rest or in motion?

Activity - 1:
Observing motion of  the car.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 (2 sec later)

Fig. 3                         Fig. 4

Look at the above pictures.  State which of
the following statements are true.
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1. The distance between the driver and the
car changes.   (       )

2. The distance between the car and gate
of the house is changed                (       )

3. There is no change in the position of gate
of the house with respect to its
surroundings                                 (       )

4. There is no change in the position of the
car with respect to its surroundings (          )

Imagine that you sat in the above moving car
beside the driver.  Is there any change in the
driver’s position?  Is there any change in the
scene you view through the car window
(buildings, trees etc.)?

As the car moves, the distance between you
and the landmarks (like buildings, trees, poles
etc.) outside the car changes.  This change
indicates that the car is moving.  However your
position with respect to the driver of the car
remains the same.

That is, you and the driver of  the car are at
rest with respect to each other, but both of
you are in motion with respect to the
surroundings outside the car.

A body may be at rest with respect to one
set of surroundings and at the same time
be in motion with respect to another set of
surroundings.

Thus motion is relative to the observer.

Activity - 2:
Observing certain motions.
Observe the following pictures.  Read the
statement below the first picture and write
similar statements about other pictures.  Talk
about them with your friends.

Fig. - 5

The man in the boat is moving with respect to
the bank of  river.  He is at rest with respect to
the boat.

Fig. - 6

• The girl on the swing is ....................... with
respect to the seat of  the swing.

• She is ........................... with respect to the
garden.

Fig. - 7

• The girl on the bicycle is  .....................with
respect to the road.

• She is  ................ with respect  to the bicycle.
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Uniform - non uniform motion

A body is said to be in motion if its position
keeps on changing with time with respect to
the observer.  In our daily life we experience
certain motion in which, the change in position
of  objects remains the same for a time interval.
In some other motion, the change in position
of an object will not be the same for a given
time interval.

Observe the movement of  hands in a wall
clock and the movement of a butterfly in a
garden.  In these two cases; hands of wall
clock and the butterfly are in motion.  They
change their positions with time.

Fig. - 8                             Fig. - 9

What difference do you find in the movement
of the hands of a clock and the body of a
butterfly?

In which case is the change of position with
time as constant?

We observe that in case of  the wall clock,
change in position of minute hand is the
same for every minute. But in the case of the
butterfly, the change in its position is not
constant while it is flying from one flower to
another in the garden.

How do we know this?

Measuring the angle between two positions of
the minute hand  is the way.

Let us do - 3:
Observing  time and distance values.

Observe the following tables, showing
distances travelled by two  different cars for
different intervals of  time.

1. Which car has travelled equal distances
in equal intervals of  time ?

2. Which car has travelled unequal distances
in equal intervals of  time?

For car - A, the change in position in every
10 seconds is 150m but for car-B, the change
in position is not constant.  For 1st 10 seconds,
it is 50m, for 2nd 10 seconds, it is 40m, for
3rd 10 seconds it is 90m, and for 4th 10 seconds
it is 50m.

Thus motion of  car - A is uniform and motion
of  car - B is non-uniform.

If a body covers equal distances in equal
intervals of  time, it is said to be in uniform
motion.

Car A Car B
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z�ÜU*EV~�/õJ�{Ã,

¢a0 0

¢a150 10

¢a300 20

¢a450 30

¢a600 40

z�ÜU*EV~�/õJ�{Ã,

¢a0 0

¢a50 10

¢a90 20

¢a180 30

¢a230 40
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If a body covers unequal distances in equal
intervals of  time, it is said to be in non-
uniform motion.

Activity - 4
Identifying Uniform and Non-Uniform
motion.
Identify uniform and non-uniform motion
among the following examples and mark
Uniform as () and non uniform as (×××××).

1. Movement of hands of a clock.  (         )

2. A boy cycling in a crowded place. (         )

3. Movement of  a housefly.             (         )

4. Rotation of Earth.   (         )

5. The fan in an air cooler running at fixed
speed.                                           (         )

6. A train entering into a railway station.
              (         )

7. Kite in the air.  (         )

Types of Motion
When we discuss about motion, it is important
to be aware that there exist different types of
motion and each type is dependent on a
particular situation.

Let us consider the following examples.

1.  A car travelling along a straight road.

2.  Motion of blades of
      a ceiling fan

3.  Motion of needle in
      a running sewing
      machine

Fig. 12

4.  Motion of pendulum
     in an wall clock

   Fig. 13

Considering the direction of motion what
differences do you notice in the above
examples?

The motion in the above examples are
different in terms of  direction of  motion.

• Car is moving in same direction along a
straight line.

• Blades of ceiling fan rotate about a fixed
line in a circular path.

• Needle of sewing machine moves up and
down about a fixed point.

• Pendulum of  the wall clock oscillates ‘to’
and ‘fro’ about a fixed point.

Based on the path taken by the bodies in
motion we classify motion of  bodies as,

1. Translatory motion

2. Rotatory motion

3. Oscillatory motion
Fig. 10

Fig. 11
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Z¤/Ãð�)z~z²V~)z~Ã,ð:�}A$
(Non-Uniform Qk�Åw�'ÃL)ûZgw�'ó

ë�X Motion)

: 4. t<   

ûZgZzg)ûZgw�'ÅÙ|#:
fsÅVßVÐûZgZzg)ûZgw�'Å

Zzg)ûZg�Â ( U ) Ù|#�D�ñûZg�Â
sX (NU)

(        ) Åw�' (Hands) {~Æ»�V  �1
(        ) �zZá´�~±Æ»»`**  �2
(        ) íÅw�'  �3
(        ÆDÅw�') Air-Cooler §gëgÐ  �4
(        ) gsÇh~»Zø~�Z4�**  �5
(        ) �Z~X»Qh**  �6
(        ) i}Å¤/�l .7

(TYPES OF MOTION) w�'ÆZlx:
Z#w�'ÆmÐcÅYñÂtY'Zë�Y@*
ì�ÄnÅw�'ñ����ºmñŹV6,zZµ
�C�X
W�øDfsVßV6,̈g�,:

vuÐ*gäzZà»g ¦S

10-^

¿ÐÑD .2

ÅÂVÅw�'

sðáÆÎðÅw�' .3

�-Zg~{~Æg�m .4

Åw�' (Pendulum)

w�'Å�6,̈g�,Zz6,~VßVÐW\äH�Ût
Zz6,~VßVÅwQZ4V~Z�X CkH?
»gÆw�'Å�â�ìX l

â6,�Z],z~gZ3~w�' (Fixed) DÅiCVÙ l

�g��X
sðáÅÎðóZz6,ZzgnZq-Ù`ÆZ±gÐ l

w�'�g�ìX
Ù(Fro Zzg To �-Zg~{~»g�mWÐZzgú) l

`ÆZ±gÐw�'�g;ìX
�zgZyw�'Z�xÆZ(g��{gZ3ÅãC�6,QyÅw�'
Å�g<îEMÈ~Å�X
�ZÙàw�' 1

�¤/�Ùw�' 2

�ZPZi~w�' 3

11-^

12-^

13-^
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Translatory motion
Look at the following pictures

Fig. 14                                                                           Fig. 15

The bus moved from point ‘A’ to ‘B’, in a certain interval of  time.

Think and answer the following questions

1. Do all the parts of  bus (like wheels, head lights, windows etc.,move along from point ‘A’
to ‘B’?

2. Is the direction of  motion of  bus along a straight line or a curved line?

Can you give some more examples of motion in which all points of moving body move in the
same direction as that of the body?

Activity - 5:  Observing the path of  the motion.

Observe the following table, and state the paths of  motion for each case by putting ( ) mark
in the relevant column.

In all the above cases of  motions, do all the points of  moving objects move in same direction
of motion?

If all parts of a moving body move in the direction of motion then the motion is said to
translatory motion.
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(TRANSLATORY MOTION) : �ZÙàw�' 1

øDfs£zk,Ã�¶X

15-^ 14-^

J-�̂g�ì 'B' Ð` 'A' ºmz�Ü�zgZy~'`
ÎGZzgfsÆ�Z[�£:

J-w�'�D�? 'B' Ð` 'A' �H'ÆÓx{)6�¼Ô�tzZà(,~ÑV$Ô9HVz){(` 1

�'Åw�'â�~ìc*È? 2

HW\Z+PVB�}Mh�T~w�'�EZá�Æ{ÌQk�w�'�,��Åw�'Å��X
: �:w�'Ågc»x@{< 5 t<

(ZEw�D�ñ´»Ý~ a fsÆ].zw»x@{<ZzgCÙzZµ~w�'ÆgZ5Å¶K0+�´#Ö)
Î�X

qgz!*Ñw»]ÅÓxßgÂV~ÃuZ�xÆHÓxxVÅw�'Å�Zq-�ìX
Z¤/Ãu�ÆÓx{ów�'Å�~w�'�D�VÂZ+w�'ÃZÙàw�'ë�X

�Åw�' �¶Ky
(PARADE) ¯æVÅ6,i+ 1

vu6,»g»&×** 2

ß»�~ÐnÅ�W** 3

vu6,�zhÎ** 4

6,�zhÎ** (TRACK) yZyÆ 5

vu6,»Åw�' 6

Èâ~ â�~
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If a body in translatory motion moves along
a straight line then motion is called rectilinear
motion.

If a body in translatory motion moves along
a curved path then motion is called curvilinear
motion.

Activity -  6: Identifying types of motion.
We notice everyday some motion which are
rectilinear and curvilinear at a time.  Some
examples of motions are given below: Label
them as rectilinear (R) or curvilinear (C) or
Rectilinear and curvilinear (RC) motion.

1. Seconds hand of a watch.  (          )

2. Movement of  a train on tracks.  (          )

3. Movement of  a tape in a tape recorder.

(          )

4. Movement of a needle in a speedometer
of  car.  (          )

5. Movement of a bus on hill station road.
(          )

6. Motion of the ball in pin board. (          )

7. Motion of coins on a carrom board.

(          )

8. Motion of a mango falling from tree.
(          )

Rotatory motion:
Activity - 7:

Observe the following diagrams

Fig. - 16                          Fig. - 17

Fig. - 18                      Fig. - 19

Fig. - 20                       Fig. - 21

1. What similarity do you find in all the
motion?

2. What is the path of motion of each
particle of the body that moves?

3. Is there any change in the position of a
body while it is in motion?

Let us examine motion of blades of ceiling
fan. Consider one blade of the rotating ceiling
fan drawn below.

While the blade of a fan is moving, the points
A, B, and C on the blade move to A1, B1, C1

first and then move to A2, B2 and C2 position.

Fig. - 22

A

B

C

C
2

C 1

 B
2

A
2

 B
1
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Z¤/�ZÙàw�'Æ�Bâ�~w�'�g;�
(Rectilinear Motion) A$Zkw�'Ã

!h4©-+
ö

GG

G
w�'

ë�X
Z¤/�ZÙàw�'Æ�BÈgZ56,w�'

�g;�A$Zkw�'ÃÈw�'ë�X
ZZ�xÅw�'ÅTy �: 6 t<
ëäâ^H�wQ�z�ÜzZu~

!h4©-+
ö

GG

G

ZzgÈ�C�ZéPVBfs~�~��ZyÃTy
È (R) �£.ÞÆ¸¯~Z¤/w�'

!h4©-+
ö

GG

G�Â
s: (RC) c*

!h4©-+
ö

GG

GÈ�Â (C) �Â
( ) {~Æ]Æ»�Åw�'  �1
( ) ð-V6,gsÇh~Åw�'  �2
( ) _gkgeg~_Åw�'  �3
( ) »gÆgëge~ÎðÅw�'  �4
( Nh~´̧VÆgZ36,'Åw�')  �5
( Åw�') (Coins) Px1ge6,jV  �6 

( ) tÅw�' (Ball) 61ge6,  �7
 ( ) ÄhÐ¤/D�ñWxÅw�'  �8

�Z],z~w�':
Xt<: 7

fsÅ̂»x@{<:

16-^ 17-^

18-^ 19-^

20-^ 21-^
�ÓxwÆV~W\äH�u0*c*? 1

�Z#Ãð�qª(w�'~�ÂCÙf¨}Åw�'» 2

gZ3H�Ç?
�Z#�qª(w�'~�ÂH�Æ£xÅp~ 3

¿~WCì?
ÅÂV»Y,̂{B�¿ÐÐ (FAN) W�D

�ð�XT»fs~{�»gH�HìXZ#DÅì
w�'Å C Zzg 'B'Ô'A' w�'�}ÏÂZk6,ñ��43¨é XEGo

£x6,Zzg�zu}£x6, C1 Zzg A1,B1, zzÐ¬
�zu}£x6,�VÐX C2 Zzg A2,B2,

22 ^:
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Activity - 9:
Take a table tennis ball, and keep it on the
surface of a table. Push the ball with your finger
and observe its motion.

Fig. - 27

Is it in Rotatory motion or in Translatory
motion?

When you push the ball on the surface of
a table, it moves from one end  to the
other end and all the particles of the ball
also move along the direction of motion of
the ball.  Hence the ball is in translatory
motion.  Similarly, each particle of  the
ball moves in a circular path about a
particular line, when the ball rolls on
the surface.  Therefore it is in rotatory
motion.

Thus in the above example the ball possesses
both translatory and rotatory motion.

Can you give some more examples of
objects having both motions?

Here, we observe that the position of  a fan is
not changing. Only the blades of  fan are
changing their position continuously and
moving in circular path around a fixed point.
The imaginary line passing through this fixed
point is called axis of rotation. This type of
motion is called Rotatory Motion.

Rotatory motion means that, motion of all
particles of a moving body follow a  circular
path with respect to a fixed centre or axis of
rotation.

1. Are all the objects shown in activity - 7
in rotatory motion?

2. Can you give some more examples of
rotatory motion?

Activity - 8:
Observe the following motion of  objects,
State whether they are in rotatory motion?
Draw a line showing axis of rotation by using
a pencil.

1  ....................

             Fig. - 23

2     ....................

         Fig. - 24

3 ....................

             Fig. - 25

4    ....................

     Fig. - 26
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w�'~�óÂì6,ñ��CÙ (FAN) OçZ#6
`%�/ÆZ§ZsÙ�Z],z~gZ5~w�'�@*

»£xps7�g;ìXÜs (FAN) ìX�V6,
»£xps�g;ì�� (Blades) ÅÂV (FAN)

z{ìà Ù`ÆZ§Zs�Z],z~gZ3~�xg��X
(AXIS ¸�ZyÓxÙÕoÐ¦/g}ZkÃ¤/�Ù"g

¹Y@*ìZzgZk§bÅw�' OF ROTATION)
¹Y@* (ROTATORY MOTION) Ã¤/�Ùw�'

ìX
w�'»Èt�w�'�äzZ}�ÆÓx ¤/�Ù

f¨Z]Ù`ÅÚc*"§¤/�lÅÚÐ�Z],z~
gZ3Z(g�D�X

C~Cñ� 7 �r� (OBJECT) �z{ÓxZâY 1
�Hz{¤/�Ùw�'~�?

w�'ÅVB�}Mh�? ¤/�Ù �HW\'×h+P 2
Xt<: 8
fs~�~��Åw�'6,̈g<Xe��Wc*t¤/�Ù
w�'~�?RÅæ�Ð"g¤/�lQ@*g�:

������������������������ �1
23-^

������������������������ �2
24-^

������������������������ �3

25-^

������������������������ �4
26-^

X: 9 t<
×9ÅtBZzg×ÅR6,gOXZiÐtÃ
w�'�,Zzgx@{�,X

27-^

HtZÙàw�'ìc*¤/�Ùw�'?
Z#tÃw�'�~YCìÂtZq-)g}Ð

�zu})g}J-w�'�CìZzgtÆÓxfgZ]Ì

tÅw�'Å�w�'�D�XZSbtZ#R

6,w�'�}ÇA$t»CÙf¨{Zq-ºmâ~�Z],z~
w�'�@*ìXZkntw�'¤/�Ùw�'BCìX

OçZz6,~Vw~t�zâVZÙàZzg¤/�Ùw�'
�g�ìX

HW\'×h+PVBQyÜZâYÅ�}Mh�T
~�zâVZÙàZzg¤/�Ùw�'»ZÖg�?
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Activity -  10:
Observe following motion of  bodies and label them as Rotatory (R), Translatory (T), Translatory
and Rotatory (TR)

Oscillatory motion:
Observe the following pictures and answer the following questions.

Fig. - 28 Fig. - 29 Fig. - 30 Fig. - 31

• What similarity do you find in the
motions of the above given
situations?

• Are the objects in motion following the
same path again and again?

• Is the direction of motion constant?

If we critically examine the above
mentioned motion, we understand that in
each case the objects move backwards and
forwards  or  upward  and  downward, on the
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ÔZÙàZzg (T) ÔZÙà (R) fs~���Z�xÅw�'»x@{<ZzgC��Wc*t�Z],z~ X: 10 t<
w�'ÃªCÙ�D�? (TR) �Z],z~

DÅÂVÅw�'
^

1

¾yÐh�ð¾Åw�'
^

2

Îg`ÆZ§Zsi}Åw�'
^

3

�§wáÅw�'
^

4

Æ¼Åw�' »ÎZg
^

5

:�~�£zk,»x@{<ZzgÎZÑ]Æ�Z[�£: ZPZi~w�'

28 �ÓØ 29- �ÓØ 30- �ÓØ 31- �ÓØ

qg<îEM!*Ñ£zk,~W\Hx¹0*D�X l

HZâYÅw�'ÚZq-�gZ36,�CìX l

Hw�'Å�xìX l

Z¤/Zz6,�~�£zk,Åw�'6,W~Y,̂{1
YñÂt�~WñÇ�CÙ�WÐZzgúc*Zz6,Zzgn
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either side of  a fixed point or a line. For example, the girl on a swing moves backwards and
forwards, on either side of  the rest position of  the swing.  Similarly in other cases also the body
is in ‘to’ and ‘fro’ motion along the same path of motion.  This type of motion is called
oscillatory motion.

The ‘to’ and ‘fro’ motion of an object about a fixed point always following the same paths is
called oscillatory motion.

Can you give some more examples of  such type of motions?

Activity - 11:

Identify oscillatory motion among the following and put () mark in the brackets given.

1. A spinning top ( )

2. Bullet fired from a gun ( )

3. Typewriter key ( )

4. Motion of  a potter’s wheel ( )

5. Motion of a vibrating  sitar string ( )

6. Motion of a car taking a turn while moving ( )

7. A bouncing ball ( )

8. Ringing of a bell ( )

Slow and Fast Motion:

We observe many objects in motion in our daily life.  Some objects move slowly and others
move fast.   How do we know whether the motion is slow or   fast?

Let us assume that you started to school on a bicycle and your friend started in a bus at the
same time from a place.

• Who reaches the school first? Why?

• Do you find any difference in the time taken to reach the school?
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c*xâc*`Æ�zâVY+$w�'�g��X}±Å»Ñá6,WÐZzgúw�'�**Ô/ÒpÑáÆx
Zk§bVw~�ñ�Z�xÅ�zu~ßgÂV~Ì�»WÐZzgúc*�ZNZzg!*NY+$w�' `ÆX

Zq-�gZ36,�CìXZknÅw�'ÃZPZi~w�'ë�X
Zq-Ù`ÐË�ÅWÐúc*Zz6,nc*�ZNZzg!*NY+$Z+w�'�Zq-�gZ56,�ZPZi~
w�'BCìX
HW\Zk§bÅw�'Å¼VB�}Mh�?

:11 t<
(ÎØ: P øDfs~ÐZPZi~w�'Å¶Ky��<Zzg£.ÞÆ̧k~)

( ) Åw�' (Spinning Top) �w 1

( ) �ÈztÐhÍàÅw�' 2

( ) ÅJÅw�' (Type Machine) �N*U$á 3

( ) Åw�' (Potter's Wheel) �ðgÆ(<40î FXJG 4

( ) Æ@*gÅw�' (Sitar) �_5é LGg 5

( ) �&×C�ð»gÅw�' 6

( ) �¿�ðpÅw�' 7

( ) Åw�' (Bouncing Ball) �Q7t 8

!ZzgW×w�': 4.1

ëgzi%{i0+Ï~FZâYÅw�'»x@{�D�X¼ßgÂV~ZâY!~Ð�ßgÂV~W×
w�'�C�XëÃù¥x�Ç�w�'!c*W×ì!�Ûn<�W\Zjwc»6,ZzgW\Æ�z�&'Æ
fg=Zq-�z�ÜZq-�£xÐgzZ:�ñX

Ãy¬ZjwãÇ?YV? l

HW\ä»Zzg'ÐZjwî~�g»gz�Ü~Ãð�Ût�¬? l
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Activity - 12: Comparing the motion of objects.

Observe following pairs of  objects that are in motion. Compare their motions and decide
which moves slower and which move faster. Mark ()  in relevant box.

• How can you decide whether  the motion
of a body is slow or fast?

• Do we need to know about distance
covered, time taken by the body in
motion to decide whether the motion is
slow or fast?

Let us look at details of  a running race.

Priya, Karthik, Divya and Kiran participated
in a 100 m. running race.  They took 20 s,
22s, 25s and 28s respectively to reach the
finishing line.

• Who do you think ran the fastest?
• Whose running is slowest?
• Why?

Obviously we can see that all of them ran the
same distance of 100 m but time taken to
cover the distance was different.  Priya took
the shortest time (of 20 seconds) which shows
that she was the fastest.

Thus we understand that the distance travelled
by an object in a given interval of  time can
help us  decide which one is faster and which
one is slower.
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ZâYÅw�'»».Þ: :12 t<
øDfsøuZâYÅ�h-V»x@{<XZyÅwÆV»».Þ�D�ñ�/õJ<�Ã́�!ZzgÃ́

(Î�X P W×w�'�g�ìX́{:~)
! W× ZâYÅ�h-VÅw�' �¶Ky

(�Zð�i a

gsÇh~ (b)

1

('&WIgÄ a

gÄ   (b)

2

(» a

ZjR,   (b)

3

(;¶ a

è  (b)

4

Â  (a

å    (b)

5

(W�ò a

�hZ (b)

6

W\¾§b�/õJ�,Ð�¾�Åw�'!c* l

W×ì?
Åw�'!ìc*W×ìÔ�/õJ�äÆ Ë� l

aH�tY'¢zg~ì�Zq-�»�/õJ�{
Ã,ZzgZEw�{z�ÜHì?

W��zhÆ£Å̈,�B:
¢aÅ�zh~�áï 100 6,c*L»gJ-ó�-c*Zzg�yä

U*#/õ EG 25 U*#/õ EGÔ 22 U*#/õ EGó 20 �ñZzgZrVä!*nKM
U*#/õ EG~�zh»ÅX 26 Zzg

C��Ãy!�zhZ l

ÃyW×? l

ZzgYV? l

¢aÅ�zhÎðp 100 t!*]zZãì�Óxä
ZkÃ,Ã�/õJ�äÆnZz�Ü�g»g�ZXZzg6,c*

U*6~t�zhåÅZk§bZkä! 20 äÁz�Ü
�zhÎðX

Oçë�Mh��Ë�»�/õJ�{Ã,��
�z�ÜÆz~t�/õJ�@*ì�Ã̈K!F,

ìX (Slower) ZzgW× (FASTER)
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Time:
We use the word time very often in our daily life.  Look at the following examples.

If  we observe the above examples, we use the
word ‘time’ for different purposes. In some
situations, without using the word ‘time’, we
express the duration of time like ‘so late’, ‘so
early’ etc.

How do we measure or estimate time?
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Z¤/ëèÃg{!*ÑVßV»x@{�D�ÂØ¸ì
�Lz�Üó»ZEwZæ¬)¾n(ÆaH�HìX

W\z�Ü»Z0+Zi{¾§bÎNÐZzgùeö�,
ÐX

»[HW\CMh��Zkz�ÜHOì?)�Û�·y�£!F,zìÐ
Hg{z�Ü L ©gW!*�WäzZàgsZ

ÐZq-�@*íÐãÏX

z{·g!~ÐWÐ(,|g�
ìX
øg~·gw�'7�g�ì

W`W\Ã¹
�k,�_XYV?

�Ồ�!~Ð 12:30 Zz�!ZÌ
»x»�ÆÞcz�Ü6,Y**e�X

z�Ü
ZKgzi%{i0+Ï~ëZÒÂLz�Üó»ZEw�D�XøDfsVßV6,̈g<X
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Activity -  13:  Estimating time.

Ravi and Sathish started for school at
8.00 a.m. from their houses which are side by
side.  Ravi started on a bicycle and Sathish by
walk.

• Who will reach the school first?  How
much earlier will he be compared to the
other?

• How do you measure ‘early’ or ‘late’
arrival at  school?

You can easily estimate that Ravi reaches
the school earlier than Sathish.  But to
answer the question of how early Ravi
reached, we need to measure the times
taken by both Ravi and Sathish and find
the difference of time between both the
cases.

For this we need time measuring instruments
like watches, clocks etc.  We use clocks to
measure the time less than a day.  Clocks are
most useful in measuring the time.

Fig. - 32                      Fig. - 33

Do you know?

Like minutes and hours, week, fortnight,
month, season, ayanam are also units for
measuring time. Sand clock, water clock,
sun dial etc. were used earlier instruments
for estimating time.

Now-a-days, we use different instruments
like electronic clocks, digital clocks, quartz
clocks etc to measure time. A few decades
ago people used pendulum clocks that have
now become rare.  Try to give some more
examples of how to measure time in addition
to watches.

Activity - 14:
Measurement of time using stop clock

Stop clocks are used to measure time
interval between occurrence of  events
accurately.  You might have seen stop
clocks in the laboratory.  We use stop
clocks in the laboratory to measure short
intervals of  time like time taken for
completion of chemical reaction, time
taken by the pendulum for one oscillation
etc.

Fig. - 34                             Fig. - 35

Now-a-days we find stop clocks almost in
all cell phones. In our daily life stop clocks
help measure pulse rate etc. Apart from
this, they also help us to  accurately measure
the times in running races, swimming races
etc.
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»ZEw�D¸��Z[�áfz**�g�ZEw�ì�X

14: tÙ
¥̂0{~Åæ�Ðz�ÜÅeö:

æ�Ðz�Ü�zgZVÆ�gxyz̧q5+k, ^¥0{-VÅ
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34:^ 35:^

W`À½ãÓx¯y~^g0{~ñ��ìX
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Activity - 15 :
Take a cell phone.  Go to ‘setting’ and open
‘stop clock’ option.  If you are not able to do
this take help from your friend or teacher.
Measure the time taken for the events
mentioned in the table.

Speed:

Many objects in the world around us are
moving. To compare how fast they are
moving, we need to know their speed.

You may have observed the speedometer in
motor cars  which tells us how fast the car is
travelling.

Usually, the Odometer in a vehicle shows  the
distance travelled in kilometers and the
Speedometer the speed of the journey (in
kilometres per hour).

Look at the speedometers of two vehicles
shown here and decide which vehicle is
slower.

Car - 1                     Car - 2
  Fig. - 36           Fig. - 37

Have you seen any other vehicles having
speedometers? Write their names.

.................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

Have you seen a bicycle with a speedometer?

• Which event has taken more time to
complete?

Let us know, how much time does it take to
sing the national anthem?

Units of time:
Depending on the context, we express time
in seconds or minutes or hours to specify the
occurrence of and time taken by an event.

The basic unit of time is a second (s).
Larger units of time are minutes (min) and
hours (h).

Table: Units of  time

60 seconds 1 minute
60 minutes 1 hour
24 hours 1 day
365 days 1 year
10 years 1 decade
10 decades 1 century
10 centuries 1 millennium

Ringing of long bell in the
school.
Completion of prayer song

Running 200m by your
friend in the school ground.

Completion of pledge
during school assembly

Event Duration
of TimeS.No.

1

2

3

4
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E
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z
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Zk�*~øg}Z§ZsFZq-ZâY�xg�
�XZ¤/ëZyÅw�'»».Þ�**e�Âz{X!~Ð
�xg��A$ëÃZyÅew»Y'¢zg~ìX
W\äx@{H�Ç�ñR,Çh~c*»g~
gëgeÎ�@*ìXgëge~Zq-Îð�Cì�Çh~Å
gëgCCìX¬xîg6,ËñR,Çh~c*»gÆgëge

�/õ
J��{ÃAÃ³¢a~ªCÙ�@*ìX (Speedometer)

�V����zÇh-VÆgëgeY»x@{<Zzgt
Yg�ìX (Slow) e��Ã́Çh~W×

2- »g 1- »g
HW\ä�vÇh-VÃ�¬ìXX~gëg

e�D�Zê**xsX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

HW\äË�¡6,gëgeÎ�Z�¬ì?
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Activity - 16 :

Travel on a motor vehicle with your father to
market or any other place and observe the
changes in speedometer  reading.

Note the exact time when you started from
home and observe speedometer reading
carefully and note it  and the corresponding

Thus we can define speed of an object as the
distance travelled by it in a unit of time.

Units of speed

Depending on the need and context, speed is
measured in different units.

Unit of  speed in S.I. system is meter per second
(m/s)

Another unit commonly used for speed is
kilometer per hour (Km/h)

1 Km / h = 5/18 m/s

Do you know how we got this?

1 km = 1000 m

1 h = 3600s

1 km / h = 1000 m / 3600s

= 5/18 m/s

If we travel 1km in 1 hour it means we
travelled 5 meters in 18 seconds.

Consider a car driven on a road. A person
seated beside the driver recorded the distance
travelled after every 10 minutes by noting the
distance reading in the Odometer.  The distance
travelled by the car at different instances of
time is as follow.

time in the table.  Some examples are given in
the table.

• Does the speed of the vehicle remain the
same throughout the journey?

• If not, what can you say about the speed
of the vehicle during the journey?

We experience in our everyday life that most
of the objects in motion do not have the same
speed throughout the journey.  To express the
speed of the object, we consider its average
speed.

How to calculate the average speed?

Average speed = Total distance travelled /
Total time taken to travel the distance

Time Reading of
Distance Travelled

0 minute
10 minute
20 minute
30 minute
40 minute

0 km
15 km
25 km
38 km
60 km

Speedo Meter
Reading
(Speed)

0

20

30

Corresponding
Time

(Time)

Started at home
9-10 a.m.

9.15 a.m.

9.20 a.m.
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0
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Z¤/7Â�zgZyÇ̂h~ÅewÃW\H}Ð? l
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ÅewÃªCÙ�äÆnZkÅZz�ew6,̈gHY@*ìX

Zz�gëgÃ¾§bC[HY@*ì?
]ð�{Ã,

Ã,ð�äc�g»gz�Ü

OçZ»ðz�Ü~Ë�»ð�{Ã,LLgëgóóBC
ìX
gëgÅZ»×V:

øD¢zg]zøDñŹV~gëgÅeöZ
Z»ÇVÐ²-CéGECìX

ì: m/s Âx~gëgÅZ»ð¢a°U*6 SI

ìX (Km/h) gëgÅ¬xZEw�{Z»ð³¢a°�
1km/h  = 5/18 m/s

HW\Y��t¾§bqÝ�ð?
1km = 1000m

1h = 3600s

1km/h = 1000m/3600s

=5/18 m/s

]~ð�D�ÂZk» 1 ú¢a»^ 1 Z¤/ë
]~ðHìX 18 ¢a»^ 5 Èt�Ç�ëä

x@{<�Zq-»gvu6,Yg�ìZzgegZÇgÆ
4Æz9Ðgëg 10 !*izZq-¿�/õJ�{Ã,ÃCÙ

~�N�â^�g;ìX»g»�/õJ (Speedometer) eY
�{Ã,Zz�Ü~øDfsìX

�/õ
J
�{ÃAÅgi+8- z�Ü

³¢a 0 40

³¢a 15 410

³¢a 25 420

³¢a (38) 430

³¢a 60 440

= Zz�gëg
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• What is the total distance travelled by the
car?

• What is the time taken to travel the
distance?

• How do you find the speed of the car?

• Is the speed of  the car uniform
throughout the journey?

From the table, we notice that the car has
covered unequal distances in equal intervals
of time (10 min), which shows the speed of
the car is not uniform.  To find the speed of
the car in the journey we should calculate total
distance travelled by the car and the total time
taken to cover that distance.

Total distance travelled by the car = 60 km

Time taken = 40 min.

The distance must be either in meters or
kilometers and time in seconds or hours. We
express the speed either in m/s or in km/h.
In  this example distance is 60 km  and time is
40 min.

1 hour = 60 min

40 min = hour
60
40

 h
3
2=

           Speed =

hkm
h

/
2
360

3
2
km 60 ×==

= 90 km/ h

Thus, the car travelled with an average speed
of 90 km/h.

Which is faster:

The speed of a bus is 72 km/h, whereas the
speed of  a car is 12.5 m/s. Which vehicle
moves faster?

Solution:
To compare two speeds.  They must be
expressed in the same units.  In the above
example, speed of a bus is expressed in km/
h and the speed of  a car in m/s, to compare
these speeds, one of  them must be  converted
to other.

Speed of a bus = 72 km/h

Speed of a car = 12.5 m/s

1 km/h = 5/18 m/s

1 m/s =18/5 km/s

Thus the speed of car is

12.5 x 18/5 km/h = 45 km/h

Hence, the bus moves faster than the car

Key words:-

Motion, Rest, Translatory motion,
Rotatory Motion, Axis of  Rotation,
Oscillatory  Motion, Speed, Average
Speed.

What we have learnt?

• Motion is a common experience in our
life.

• An object is said to be in motion if it
changes it’s position. And it is said to be
in rest if  it does not changes it’s position
with respect to time.
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• There are three types of motion namely
translatory motion, rotatory motion and
oscillatory motion.

• We measure time by using diffrent
instruments like electronic clocks, digital
clocks, etc.

• Speedometer helps us  know the speed
of a vehicle.

• Units of speed in SI system is meters per
second. In another system it is kilo meter
per hour

Improve your learning
1. State whether the

following statements
are True or False.
Rewrite the wrong
statements correctly.
a) A body can be at rest and in  motion

at the same time in relation to the
same set of  surroundings.

b) A passenger flying in an airplane is at
rest with respect to the airport and
moving with respect to other
passengers.

c) The wheels of a train are in rotatory
motion as well as in translatory
motion, when it moves.

2. John tied a stone to a string and whirled it
around. What type of motion do you find
there?

3. Identify the motion of the following
objects in sewing machine.
a)  Wheel
b)  Needle
c)  Cloth

4. What is common to the following?
Motion of the propeller of a flying
helicopter, the minute hand of a watch,
the tape of  a cassette recorder.
a) All are examples of translatory

motion
b) All are examples of oscillatory

motion
c) All are examples of rotatory motion
d) All are examples of periodic motion

5. Which of the following is not an
oscillatory motion?
a) Motion of the hammer of an electric

bell.
b) Motion of  your hands while running.
c) Motion of  a child on a see - saw.
d) Motion of a horse pulling a cart.

6. Arun completed a 100 meter race in 16s.,
while Karthik finished it  in  13s. Who ran
faster ?

7. I. A train runs from New Delhi to
Hyderabad.  It covers first distance
of  420 km in 7 hrs. and next distance
of  360 km in 6 hrs.

II. Gopi takes part in a car race.  He
drives a distance of 70 km each in the
first, second and third hours.
Which of the following statements is
true.
a) I, is an example uniform motion

II is an example of  non-uniform
motion.

b) I is an example of  non-uniform
motion
II is an example of  uniform
motion.

c) I and II are examples of  uniform
motion.

d) I and II are examples of non-
uniform motion.
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8. Write the motion of  different parts of  a
bicycle while it is in motion.

a) the wheel

b) the cycle chain

c) the pedal with its arm

d) the movement of the feet pedaling

e) the movement of the rider along with
the bicycle.

9. Which of the following statements is
correct?
a) The basic unit of time is second.

b) Every object’s motion is uniform.

c) Two cars move for 5 minutes and
2 minutes respectively.  The second
car is faster because it takes less time.

d) The speed of a car is expressed in
km/h.

10. The basic unit of speed in SI system is

a) km / min b) m/min.

c) km/h d) m/s

11. The correct relation between speed,
distance and time is.
a) Speed = distance x time
b) Speed = time / distance
c) Speed = distance / time
d) distance = speed / time

12. The distance between two stations is
240 km.  A train takes 4 hrs to cover this
distance.  Calculate the speed of the train.

13. A train travels at a speed of 180 km/h.
How far will it travel in 4 hours?

14. When do you say an object  is in rotatory
motion?

15. Can an object possess translatory and
rotatory motion at the same time?  Give
an example.

16. Make a collection of action pictures
showing living and non-living things in
motion.  Paste them neatly in a scrap
book.  Under each picture write the type
of  motion the picture shows.

17. Collect the information regarding
instruments used to caliculate time in
ancient days.
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In class VI we learned about different changes
that take place in different seasons in the
lesson ‘Changes around us’. We wear
different clothes in different seasons.

We wear woollen and dark
coloured clothes during
winter when it is cold out
side.  Woolen and dark
coloured clothes keep us
warm.  We prefer to wear
light coloured cotton clothes
when it is hot.  They give us
a feeling of  coolness.  You
might have wondered why a
particular type of cloth is suitable for a
particular season.

In winter we feel cold inside the house.  If
we come out in the sun, we feel warm.  In
summer we feel hot even inside the house.
How do we know whether something is hot
or cold?  We try to get answers to these
questions in this chapter.

Activity - 1 :

Some objects are given in the table. Mark
these objects as hot or cold?

Table - 1

5 HEAT - MEASUREMENT

Fig. - 2

Fig. - 1

OBJECT

Ice Cream

Fruit Juice

Pan kept on flame

Spoon in cup of hot
tea

COLD HOT

We see that some objects are cold and
some are hot.  We also know that some
objects are hotter than others while some
are colder than others.  How do we decide
which object is hotter than the other and
which object is colder than the other?  We
need a reliable method to decide the
hotness/coldness of an object,  Generally
hotness or coldness is expressed in terms of
temperature. Temperature is a measure of
the degree of hotness or coldness of an
object.

By touching with our hands, we can guess
whether a cup of milk is still worth sipping
or has become too cold, whether milk is hot
enough for making curds etc.  But estimating
temperature with our hands can, sometimes
mislead or confuse us.
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Activity - 2 :
Take some coldwater, normal water and hot
water in three different vessels.  Immerse your
left hand finger in the cold water vessel and
right hand finger in hot water vessel
simultaneously. Wait for two or three minutes.
Take off  both your fingers and dip them in
the normal water vessel.

Fig. - 3

Do both of your fingers feel the same
hotness?

Though both fingers are in the same glass of
water,  one finger we feel it cold and the other
feel it  hot!   Look how our fingers are
confused.  Can we say hotness and coldness
of the water?

Can we exactly decide hotness/coldness of a
substance just by touching it? Why? It is not
possible to guess the hotness of a substance
only on the basis of feel/touch. It is certain
that the water in different tubs has different
degrees of hotness which cannot be exactly
determined simply by touching.

Heat – A form of  Energy

We feel hot when we sit in sunlight or near
fire.  We feel cold when we put a piece of  ice
on our palm.  Have you ever thought why it
is so?

Think it over:

When rice is being cooked
you observe the plate on
the rice bowl jumps!

Why is it happening?

Have you observed water
boiling in a vessel with a
lid on it?  What do you
notice?

Have you seen the lid moving up and
down and listened to the sound coming
out of it? Where does the sound come
from? Why is the lid moving? Sometimes
the lid might be thrown away too. What is
the reason ?

We know that boiled water is being converted
to water vapour.  The volume of  the water
vapour increases. The increasing volume of
vapour tries to go out.  In this process it tries
to lift the lid up.  What makes the lid lift up?
We need energy to lift any object. Where does
this energy come from?  It comes from the
heated water. Where did this water get energy
from? From the heat of the fire! Thus heat is
a form of  energy.

Heat is a form of  energy that is transferred
from an object at higher temperature  to  one
at  lower  temperature.

Fig. - 4

Fig. - 5
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When we stand in the sun or near fire, heat
energy enters our body and we feel hot.
When ice is put on our palm, heat energy
moves from our body to the piece of ice.
That’s why we feel cold.

“The energy which makes an object appear
hot or cold is called heat.”

Conversion of  Energy

Activity - 3 :

• Rub your palms
together. How do you
feel?

• Have you ever
observed that iron
becomes hot when it is
beaten with a hammer?

• Take a soapnut seed. Rub it on a stone
and touch it.  How do you feel?

In above cases mechanical energy is
converted into heat energy.

• Did you ever bathe with cold water
during winter?  What happens?

• What do you do to protect yourself
from cold?

• How do you get hot water in winter?

• Generally we heat water to get hot
water. How do you heat water? What
sources do you use?

If we use electric heater to heat water electrical
energy is converted to heat.  Likewise, if  we
use gas stove, chemical energy is converted
to heat.  In solar heaters, solar energy is
converted to heat.

      Fig. - 7                         Fig. - 8

In the above examples, different kinds of
energies are being converted to heat.  In the
same way heat energy can be converted to
other forms of  energy.  You may have heard
that in a thermal power station, heat energy
is converted to electrical energy.  In a steam
engine, heat energy is converted to mechanical
energy which helps in moving the engine.

Give examples where heat energy gets
conver-ted into other forms of  energy and
vice versa.

Heat and Temperature:
If  you stand close to fire, you feel warm.
When a warm object is placed close to a
cooler object, heat energy moves from the
warmer object to the cooler one until both
objects attain the same temperature. Often
we think that heat and temperature are the
same things; this is wrong. Temperature is a
measure of  the heat energy in a body and
which indicates the ability of a body to give
heat to another body or absorb heat from
another body. We use thermometers to
measure  temperature.

• Have you observed any thermometers
in daily life?

• Have you seen the thermometer used
by doctor’s in hospitals? What does  it
contain?

• How does it help us to measure the
temperature?

Fig. -  6
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Let us observe a thermometer:

Hold the thermometer
and observe it carefully.
What is it made up
of?

What do you find inside
the thermometer?

What do you find at both
ends of the tube?

How do they differ from
each other?

At one end of the tube
you observe a bulb. It is
filled with Mercury.
What do you observe at
the other end of the
tube?

The other end of the tube is sealed after
removing air from it.  Do you find any
markings on the tube?  We find a scale which
is marked to express temperature in degree
Celsius.  We read the temperature with the
help of  these markings.  Read the markings
on the tube.  Where does it start? Where
does it end?

This arrangement of the marks is called scale
of temperature.

All thermometers are based on the fact that
matter expands on heating. To understand

the working of  a thermometer we need know
how matter expands on heating.

Activity - 4 :  Expansion of liquid due to
heat

Take a flat bottom flask and fill it with
coloured water. Fix a cork, having a capillary
tube, in the mouth of flask such that level of
water is as shown (in Fig).  Place the flask in
a metal trough. Pour boiling hot water into
the trough and carefully observe the level of
coloured water.  What do you observe?

If you take  the flask out of the trough and
keep it out side for some time.

What do you observe?

In the above activity we see that water
expands on heating and contracts on cooling.
So does Mercury. It is used as liquid for
indicating temperature in thermometers.

Apart from Mercury we also use alcohol as
thermometer liquid.

Fig. - 9

Fig. - 10
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Think:
Why do we use mercury or alcohol as
thermometer liquids?

Properties of  Mercury:-
• Its expansion is uniform. For equal

amounts of heat it expands by equal
lengths.

• It is opaque and shining.
• It does not stick to the sides of the

glass tube.
• It is a good conductor of heat.
• It is easily available in pure state.

Properties of  Alcohol
• It can record very low temperatures.
• Its expansion per degree Celsius rise in

temperature is very large.
• It can be coloured brightly and hence

is easily visible.

How to use a thermometer?
To find the temperature of  an object,
the bulb of  the thermometer needs to be
in close contact with that object. Watch
the shiny line of Mercury in the tube.  The
highest point on the scale, at which the rise
of  Mercury stops, shows the temperature
of the object.

Example: To find the temperature of  your
palm, place the bulb of  a thermometer in
contact with the palm for two minutes
and see the Mercury rise. When Mercury
stops rising and its level becomes steady,
note the position of its upper end.  This is
the temperature of your palm. How much
is it?

If  markings on thermometer are wiped out,
how do we create new markings?

Activity - 5 : Take some ice in a beaker.
Immerse a thermometer in ice for two
minutes.  Mark the Mercury level.  Now let
the ice melt.

Can you observe any change in Mercury
level?

The level of Mercury remains same while ice
melts. This means that temperature is
constant.  This constant temperature at which
ice melts is called melting point of ice and
mark it 0°C.

Take some water in a beaker.  Immerse the
thermometer in it and start heating the water.
It will start boiling while getting converted
into steam.  Mercury level starts rising and
reaches a point beyond which it doesn’t rise.
Mark the level of mercury at this point.
Observe the constant level at which Mercury
stays while water is boiling, this constant
temperature is called boiling point of  water.
We mark the level of  mercury at this point
as 100°C.

Thus temperature at which ice melts or water
boils is constant.  These values are fixed as
0°C and 100°C respectively.  Like water, all
substances in pure form melt and boil at
certain fixed temperatures.

To create a scale, we need two fixed points
let us choose the melting point (0°C) and
boiling point (100°C) as two fixed points
for the scale of  thermometer. Now divide
the distance between these two points on
the thermometer into 100 equal parts.
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Zzg0*ãÃ¤/x�,X0*ã¤/x��¸\~ps�ÇX
0*g}ÅR~Z���ÇZzgtQkyÃãÇ�VÐ
'×h+Z��7�ÇXZky6,0*g}ÅRâ^�,X
�V0*ã~Q!*w�XZkx�Ã0*ã»`�l¹Y@*

ìX (100oC) ì�Îe¤/~T¤/i+
Oçz{�Z#',sàì)c*(0*ã~Q!*waZ

Zzg 0oC �@*ìóx�CìXt©ZZnKM
�C�XZq-{m�6,0*ãÅS:]gpp 100oC

zZàÓxZâYZKZ-ßg]ÐÜ�c*�l3ä@
�X

Ëe:Ã¯äÆn�z¥ÕoÅ¢zg]�C
�eÆ 100oC Zzg̀�l 0oC ìXZzgëZ̀â®)
)z~�V 100 eäÆáfe�XZ[ZkÃAÃ

~��,XÎGZkÃë¾§bqÝ�Mh�X
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Each of the 100 equal parts represents
1°C.  We further divide 1°C into 10 small
divisions.  It can be read as 1/10 = 0.1°C.

Now can you precisely determine which
water is cooler and which is hotter than the
other in the 3 beaker experiment?  If the
temperature of the beaker in which we
immersed both the hands is 25°C, what can
be said about the temperature of water in
other beakers?
The beaker containing cooler water will
record temperature less than 25°C. The
beaker containing hotter water will record
temperature more than 25°C.

Do you know about the first thermometer?

Fig. - 11

First thermometer was invented by Galileo
in 1593 AD. In this thermometer air was used
as the thermometric substance as air rapidly
expands on heating and contracts on cooling.
Further, the substance that is used in
thermometer has uniform expansion or
contraction with the rise or fall in temperature.

Activity - 6 :

Do you find any difference in temperature
of air in shadow and in the sun?

Measure temperature of air using a
thermometer.  What will you do to keep
thermometer in close contact with air?

Record your observations in the following
table.

Table - 2
RECORDED

TEMPERATUREOBSERVATION

Air in the shade (at 12 noon)

Air in the Sun light (at 12 noon)

Morning at 8 am

Night at 8 pm

• What did you observe?
Is there any difference in
temperature with variation
of time or place? Why?

• Why do you use an umbrella
in the hot sun during
summer?

Do you know?
In Libya (Africa) on a particular day in the
year 1922, it became so hot that the
temperature of air even in shade was as
high as 58°C. At some places
(Kothagudem, Ramagundam) in
Telangana, the maximum temperature of
air sometimes reaches 48°C and more.
When it is so hot we feel extremely
uncomfortable as the normal temperature
of the human body is 37°C.

Fig. - 14

     Fig. - 12                     Fig. - 13
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Ã 1oC CÙzZq-�gzT¤/i+ )z~�V» 100

gL�g�V~Zk§b� 10Ã 1oC e@*ìX'×h+
ÆX 0.1oC=1/10 �,�

&ÙzV~0*ãkX¬Ù~QZ0*ãó�zu}
Ù~ðhZ�¤/x0*ãZzg�}Ù~¤/x0*ãkXÐV
ÙzV~ZL;BÃe1�W\Ck�,Ð�CÙÙ~
Zq-�zu}Å/Ú0*ã¤/xc*QZìXZq-Ù~;B

ìA$C�� 25oC eZ%6,Ck�Z�0*ãÅ�
�zu}Ù~0*ãÅ�H�ÏXZ¤/Ù~QZ0*ã�Â

ÐÁìXZ¤/Ùk 25oC (<À<é GXXYñÇ�Zk0*ãÅ�
Ðic*�{ 25oC ~¤/x0*ã�Ât¹YñÇ�Zk0*ãÅ�

ìX
H�&Ð¬¶�eÆ!*g}~W\Y��?

Y~Âäª�eYZX�HXZk�e 1593

kä�ZÃZEwHXYV��Z¤/x ~]�Æîg6,Z
�ä6,ÄìZzgQZ�ä6,iCìX'×h+t�t]
��~Z�±ÐûZgÄZzg¶ÐiCìX

6 t<:
HW\ä�ñ~ñ���ZZzgÔÎg`ÅgzÝÅ�
~�ÛtCkH?
�eYÃZEw�D�ñ�ZÅ�Åeö<X
�eYÃ�ZÐ�Ûd$gppÆnW\ÃH�**�Ç?

2 W\Æx@Z]Ãfs~�g`<X].zw
gkgeÅ�� x@{

W�zP( 12 �Zó�ñ~)
W�zP( 12 �ZóÎg`ÅgzÝ~)

W8ð
W8 gZ]

W\äHx@{H?H£xZzgz�ÜÅp~Ð /

�~p~zZµ�ð?
ñÌ¤/â~J�ð\Ðôpg� /

ÆnW\p~»ZEwYV�D
�?

HW\Y��?
Y~ 1922 �W�Ûi~zZµìX (Libya) rY

Zq-�yZÚ¤/x�Z�Y�V~ñ���ZÅ�
Ðic*�{¶X¼£â])ãÍe*ÔgZâ 58oCÌ

ox(�gc*�&Ë:~�XÎZz�]ZWF,+
c*iZZ+�YCìóZ#t»°¤/x�Âë" 48oC�

�CìX 37oC uZ=�YD���Å8�

wZg]Deö
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The lowest temperature in the world has
been measured in Antarctica where it once
went down to about -89°C. The minus sign
is used for temperature which is less than
0°C.  Water freezes at 0°C, just think how
cold -89°C must be. In winter when the
atmospheric temperature around us
becomes 15°C - 20°C we begin to feel
cold.

The maximum
(highest) and
minimum (lowest)
temperatures of a day
are measured by a
thermometer called
the Six’s maximum -
minimum thermo
meter

Clinical Thermometer:

Generally when we are
suffering from fever our
body temperature
increases.

Can you find how much
the body temperature has
increased?

Doctors use a
thermometer to find
out the temperature
of  our bodies. It is
called Clinical
Thermometer.

Hold the Clinical Thermometer in your hand
and observe it carefully.

There are two types of scales marked on the
clinical thermometer one that starts with 35
degrees and ends at 45 degrees is Celsius
scale. While the other that starts with 95
degrees and ends at 110 degrees is the
Fahrenheit scale.

Fig. - 17

Do you see a kink in the capillary near the
bulb?

This kink prevents Mercury level from falling
on its own.

Reading the Fahrenheit Scale on
thermometer:
There are markings on it from
95°F to 110°F on fahrenheit scale.
Note the temperature difference
indicated between the two bigger
marks. Also note down the
number of divisions between
these marks. Suppose two
consecutive bigger marks differ by
one degree and there are five
divisions between them.  Then one
small division reads

1/5 = 0.2  ºF

How to use a clinical thermometer?

Wash the thermometer preferably with an
antiseptic solution. Hold it firmly by the end
and give it a few jerks. These jerks will bring
the level of Mercury down. Ensure that it
falls below 35°C (95°F).

Fig. - 16

Mercury bulb

Fig. - 18

Fig. - 15
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(Antarctica) �*~�&ÐZ�F,+�Z}g"1¹é GG
gkgeÅ�XtÅ´#ÖÃ (-89oC) �VZq-z�Ü

6,ß 0oC �#�gzÐÁÆnZEwÅ�X0*ã
Xu�~�ÏXñÌuâ~ -89oC �@*ìfgZÎG

15oC - 20oC �{�ZðÅ�øg}Z§Zs

�YñA$ëu�~Ck�D�X
Ë�yÅZWF,+)ic*�{
Ðic*�{(ZzgZ�F,+)Á
ÐÁ(�ÅeöÆn
ZEw�äzZÑ�eY

ZWZzgZ�F,+� (Sixs)

eYB@*ìX

(Clinical Thermometer)  W�eY
¬xîg6,Z#�Å�~Z��
�YñÂëgg�Ck�D�X
W\tùYyMh���Å�
~Z���Z?
�eYÆZEwÐeZË�
Å��gc*Ä�D�TÃ?
�eY¹Y@*ìX?�eYÃ

ZL;BÐåwZzgZôoÐ
x@{<X

W�eY6,�z§bÆeä+{�D�XT
�gZ6,»�Y@* 45 �gzÐÑzq�� 35 ~ÐZq-

_5Òh4
ø
G
Ge:¹Y@*ìX (Celsius Scale) ìXTÃ
�gZ6,»�@*ìX 108 �gzÐÑzq�� 94 ²�zuZ
e:¹Y@*ìX (Fahrenheat) ZkÃÃgy;

�¬? (Kink) W\äH¢Æ�Ûd$Ä~~¤/{
Zk¤/{ÅzzÐ0*g}ÅRp�Ð¤/ä70*CX
�eY~Ãgy;e:Ã7,:D

J-¶Ky¶ 110oFÐ95oF Ãgy;e6,
�D�X�z(,}¶K**]Æ�gxy�»�Ûtâ^
<XZzgZy�z¶K**]Æ�gxã�g�VÃÌ
â^<X�Ûn<��z(,}¶KâV»�gxã
�ÛtZq-�gzZzgZyÆ�gxy~0*õ�gZ
�A�A$Zq-gN*Ë�{°�Zk§b�@*

1/5 = 0.2 oFì
W�eYÃ¾§bZEw�,Ð

(Antiseptic W�eYÃZA]45ëFH²w
Ð�s�BXQZq-)g}Ã¢ïÐ Solution)

åx��z&%ûÞ�,Zk§b�äÐ0*g{Z�
(95oF) F,+R6,VYñÇXZk!*]»ìwgì�0*g{

ÆngìX 35oC

wZg]Deö
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Now place the thermometer  bulb under
your tongue or  arm pit. After one minute,
take the thermometer out and note the
reading. It tells your body temperature.

Fig. - 19

Fig. - 20

In the picture first thermometer shows the
body temperature of  Srikar. Second ther-
mometer shows the temperature of Srinath.
Who is suffering from fever?

How can you say that whose body tempera-
ture is normal?

The normal temperature of  human body is
37°C (98.4ºF) which is measured by clinical
thermometer.

Activity - 7 :

Fig. - 21

Feel the body temperature of  some of  your
friends by placing your hand on their
forehead.  Estimate the temperature and
record it in the table.

Measure it now with
clinical thermometer.
Record your observa-
tions in table.

Make sure that you have cleaned the thermom-
eter before each measurement.

Table - 3

95°F 105°F
98.4°F

110°F100°F
Fig. - 22

Name of the
Student

Estimated Tempera-
ture by touching

Temperature
measured with

clinical thermometer

• What do you observe in the table?
• Are the estimated temperature and

measured temperature same?
• Is the body temperature of every

person 37°C (98.4ºF)?
• What is the average body temperature

of your friends?

The average body temperature of a large
number of healthy persons is known as
normal temperature (98.4ºF).

Thermister thermometer:

It is available in market to
measure the human body
temperatures, particularly for
infants and children. Can you
guess why? Fig. - 23
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Q�eYÆ¢Ãi!*yc*�ÆngOXZq-4

â^�,XTÐ�Å� (Reading) �ïw�

¥x�ÏXW\Æ�Å�XgkgeÅ�

«¦k,~�eYZÜ{yÆ�Å�ÃªCÙ�@*
ìÔ�zu~¦k,~�eY¬%{yÆ�Å�ªCÙ�@*
ìXZy�zâV~Ãygg~2ìW\¾§b}
Ð?

4-
B
ø

X
GEÅW 37oC (98.4oF) ZK̈ã�Å¬x�

�eYÐeöÅYCìX
7- t<

ZL�z2V~Zq-�zu}Å%Oã6,;BgÄ��Å
�Ck<XC[�Ã].zw~gkge<XZ[W
�eYÐeö<XZzgx@Z]Ã].zw~â^
<X

Zk!*]»ìwgì�CÙ
eöÐI�eY�sH

      YñX

].zwå�äÆ�x@Z]Å�V»».Þ<X
3 ].zw

W�eYÐ�Å
eö

gäÆ�Å� ¤(̈D»**x

].zwÆx@}~W\äHCkH? /

HC[Å�Zzg�eYÆfg=eöÅ�� /

7Vì?
�Cì? 37oC(98.4oF) HCÙ¿Æ�Å� /

W\Æ�z2VÆ�ÅZz��HìX /

¬xîg6,¡q¿Å�ÅZz��Ã**gï
¹Y@*ìX (98.4oF)�

Thermister Thermometer

âg�'~ZK̈ã�Å�ÅeöÆ
n�ø7[ìX{m�â.ßVZzg�V
ÆnXYV?HW\Z0+Zi{�Mh�X
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Digital thermometer:

There is a lot of concern over the
use of  Mercury in thermometer.
Mercury is a toxic substance and
is very difficult to dispose of if a
thermometer breaks. These days
digital thermometers are also
available which do not use
Mercury.

Fig. - 25

We are advised not to use a clinical ther-
mometer for measuring the temperature of
any object other than human body. Also we
are advised to avoid keeping it in the sun or
near a flame. Why?

Try this:

Measure the temperature of a person with
clinical and digital thermometers. Are the
temperature readings same or different?
Explain your observations.

How to measure the temperature of other
objects?

To measure the temperature of  other objects
there are other thermometers. One such
thermometer is known as the
laboratory thermometer.

Laboratory thermometer

Observe the thermometer in Fig 26.
It is laboratory thermometer.  Label
the parts of  it.  Observe the markings
of  the laboratory thermometer. What
is its range ?

What do you mean by minus degree
Celsius?  Is it less than 0°C or greater
than it?

Take some tap water in a beaker.  Dip
the thermometer in water so that the
bulb is immersed in water but does
not touch the bottom or side of the
beaker.  Hold thermometer vertically,
wait till the mercury thread becomes
steady. Note the reading. That is the
temperature of water at that time.

Reading the Celsius scale on
thermometer

Note the temperature difference
indicated between two bigger marks
(Fig 27). Also note down the number
of  divisions between those marks.
Suppose two consecutive bigger
marks differ by one degree and there
are 10 divisions between them then
one small division reads
1   0.1
10

= C

Fig. - 24

Fig.-26

Fig.-27
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(Digital Thermometer) °�~�eY
�eY~0*g}ÆZEw6,¹
ic*�{¡÷0*ðYCìX0*g{Zq-iCÙÞ
â�{ìXZ¤/�eYI^YñÂZkÃn{
�**ÂìXZy�âV~°�~�eY

�ø7[ (Digital Thermometer)

ìT~0*g{»ZEw7�@*X

ët&b�ï��ÎZñZK̈ã�Å�ÅeöÆó
W�eY»}ZzgZEw:�,XZkÆ´z{ttg{
Ì�c*Y@*ì��eÃ�ð\~c*WvÆ�Ûd$:
gOXYV?

:D Try This  ÃÒ<
Zq-¿Å�ÃWZzg°�~�eYÐeöÙ
H�ÅeöÅgi+8-7Vg�c*Ãð�Ût�3ð�c*X
W\Æx@Z]Ã��X

�zu~ZâYÅ�Åeö¾§b�,Ð?
�zu}ZâYÅ�Åeö�äÆn

�zu~nÆ�eY�ø7[�XZy�eYÃ
ë�X Laboratory Thermometer

�"{ä~�eY
LaboratoryThermometer

~eñ��eY»x@{ÙXZkÅ 26^
t�gzT¤/i+»ÈH Hì? (Range)u

�gzT¤/i+ÐÁì)c*(ic*�{? 0o Ht ì?

ZkÃ¾§bZEw�,Ð
Zq-kg{~9»0*ãkX�eÃ0*ã~Zk
§be1��Zk»¢ÙÆ�Z+}c*ZkÅ
�-ZgzVÐ:�ZñX�eYÃÀ�~îg6,åó
gqpZzgZkz�ÜJ-ZOgÙZ#J-øu0*g{
��':�Yñ0*g}»£x0*ãÅZkz�ÜÅ
�ªCÙ�}ÇX

�eY6,_5Òh4ø G
Ge:Ã7,:D

»�gxã (M a r ks ) �z(,}¶K**]
(ZzgZy¶K**]Æ 27 �Ûtâ^�,)^

�gxã�g�VÃâ^�,X�Ûn�z��z(,}

¶K**]Å�zg~Zq-�gzT¤/i+Zzg�gxã
�gZ�VA$Zq-gN*�gz)z~�ÇX 10

1/10  =  0.1 oC

wZg]Deö
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Let us do this:

Take some hot water in a beaker, dip
thermometer in it for one minute.  Record
the temperature while the thermometer is
in water.

Take out the thermometer from water.
Observe the mercury thread carefully.

Fig. - 28

What do you notice after some time? Why?

We are advised not to use the laboratory
thermometer to measure our body
temperature. Why? (Think about the kink)

How does the laboratory thermometer differ
from the clinical thermometer?

Key words:

Heat energy, Temperature,
Thermometer, Clinical thermometer,
Expansion, Celsius scale, Fahrenheit
scale, Mercury.

What we have learnt?
• Temperature is the degree of  hotness

or coldness of an object.

• Heat is a form of  energy

• Heat flows from an object at high
temperature to another at lower
temperature.

• Mercury and alcohol are used as
thermometer liquids in thermometer.

• Doctors use a clinical thermometer to
measure the  human body temperature.

• The normal temperature of  human body
is 37°C ( 98.4°F)

• Laboratory thermometer is used to
measure the temperature of  objects.

Improve your learning

1. The body temperature
of  Srinath is 99°F.  Is
he suffering from
fever?  If  so, why?

2. Why do we use
Mercury in the
thermometer?  Can water be used
instead of Mercury? What are the
problems in using it?

3. Temperature of  Srinagar (J & K) is -
4°C and Hyderabad is  7°C . Which of
them has greater temperature? What is
the difference between the temperatures
of these two places?

4. During winter mornings why do people
stand in the Sun? Explain.

5. After walking some distance on a hot
summer day, why do we prefer to go
into the shade?

6. Srikanth takes a sip of cool drink and
feels the chill. Guess what  its
temperature is? Try to measure it.

7. Jyothi was prepared to measure the
temperature of hot water with a clinical
thermometer. Is it right or wrong. Why?
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tÙ:D
Zq-kg{)Ù(~¤/x0*ã³XZk~Zq-4
Æn�eYÃgOX0*ã~ñ���eYÅ�gkge
�,X�eYÃ0*ãÐ!*CÙïBZzg0*g{Æ¶KyÆ
x@{ÃZôoÐâ^�,X

¼z�Ü�W\äHCkH?YV?ëW\Ãtg{
�ï��ZL�Å�¥x�ä�/{:Æ�e»

Æ0 ( K i n k ) ZEw:�,XYV?Z�ág{:¤/{
ÎGX�"{ä~ZEw�äzZÑ�e?�
eÐ¾§bZ�@*ì?

:D Kye Words  ã~ZÖp
wZg~ÂZ**ðÔ�eYÔÃgy;eYÔ

_5Òh4
ø
GG»eYÔ

?�eYÔ;�
ëäH5?

Ë�ÅwZg]c*Qu»�gzZk�Å� /

B@*ìX
wZg]ÂZ**ðÅZq-̂ìX /

wZg]ic*�{�zZá�ÐÁ�zZá�J- /

¦/gCìX

Ë�e~0*g}c*ZÈiÃ�g�eâù /

ZEwHY@*ìX
eZËkÔZK̈ã�Æ�ÅeöÆnW� /

eYZEw�D�X
ìX (98.4oF)37oC ZK̈ã�Å**gï� /

ZâYÅ�Åeö�äÆn�"{ä»� /

eYZEwHY@*ìX
ZLZõ[Ã(,JN:D

ìHz{gg~2 99oF /Zy{yÆ�Å� .1

ì?Z¤/;VÂYV?
ë�e~0*g{YVZEw�D�?0*g}Æ .2

OñH0*ãÃZEwHYYìXZjZEw
�ä6,H)]aZ�$Ë�?

(Zzg©gW!*� - 4 o C u~ô)§Vò(Å�) .3

ìXZy�zâV£â]~Ë 3oC )Ë:(Å�
Å�ic*�{ìXZy�z£â]Å�Æ�gxy
�ÛtHì?
ñÌuâ~ßvðÆz�Ü�ð\~YVj**I .4

�D�?z�s#<?
ñÌ¤/âÅJ�ð\~¼�k,½Æ�ßv .5

~Y**I�D�X (Shade) YV��
ZÜ{yäQ}æz[Å-á�Qu .6

CkÅXZ0+Zi{<ZkÅ�H�ÏZzgeö
�äÅÃÒ<X
¤/x0*ãÅ�Åeö�äW�eÆfg= .7

�**e;XHt9ìc*ßì?YV?
wZg]Deö
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8. Swathi kept a laboratory thermometer
in hot water for some time and took it
out to read the temperature. Rani said
it was a wrong way of measuring
temperature.  Do you agree with Rani ?
Explain your answer.

9. Why do we jerk a clinical thermometer
before we measure body temperature?

10. Heat energy is converted into other
forms of  energy. Give some examples.

11. Prathima said ‘Heat is a form of
energy’. How do you support her?

12. Why is a  clinical thermometer  not used
to measure the temperature of air?

13. Fill in the blanks

a. Doctor uses _____________
thermometer to measure the human
body temperature.

b. At room temperature Mercury is in
_______________ state.

c. Heat energy transfer from
__________ to __________

d. -7°C temperature is ___________
than 0°C temperature.

14. Match the following

i) Clinical thermometer ( ) a) A form of  energy

ii) Normal temperature of  human body ( ) b) 100°C

iii) Heat ( ) c) 37°C

iv) Boiling point of water ( ) d) 0°C

v) Melting point of water ( ) e) Temperature measurement

15. Use the
Thermometer
and record the
temperature in
your school daily
at mid day meals
time in the
following table.
Record
temperature for
a month.

Fig. 29

Table - 4

Date Temperature
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�e»ZEw�D .15

�ñgziZ:�zPÆ
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gkgeÙX
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g3XZzgïw��Ã¥xHX�ä¹��Å
eö»t§ißìXHW\�Å!*]Ð5
�?W\Æ�Z[Å=ôÙX
�Å�¥x�äÐ¬W�eYÃYVÔ .9

Y@*ì?
wZg~ÂZ**ðÃÂZ**ðÅ�zu~ªV~psH .10

YYìX¼VB�ØX
ÃÒä¹�LLwZg]ÂZ**ðÅZq-^ìóóW\ .11
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••••• On which day was the temperature
highest? What could be the reason?

••••• On which day was the temperature
lowest? What could be the reason?

••••• What was the average temperature
during the month?

16. Draw the diagram of a clinical
thermometer and label its parts. What
is the use of kink in clinical
thermometer?

17. Draw the diagram of a laboratory
thermometer and label its parts. How
does it differ from a clinical
thermometer?

18. Measure the body temperature between
fingers, under the tongue, armpit,folded
hands, folded  legs etc., Is it the same?
Does the body temperature  remain the
same after jumping  ten times?.  Why?

19. Collect information from hospital/
health centre about the  precautions to
be taken while reading temperature with
a  clinical thermometer.

20. Measure the temperature of  water in normal conditions. If  you add the following
substance to the water, do you find any difference in temperature? Predict and verify.

Table - 5

Do you find any change in temperature before and immediately after mixing the above
substances in water? If  yes, what could be the reason?

Water temperature in
Celsius

Water (100ml each time)
mixed with

Two tablespoonful of each

Prediction
Increases / Decreases

Thermometer
reading

Glucose

Washing powder

Baking soda

Sugar

Common salt

Decrease

Fig. 30
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In class VI you had seen how Ramya and
Sowmya’s mother predicted that it was going
to rain. She also advised them  to take an
umbrella.

• On what basis did Ramya and
Sowmya’s mother predict that it was
going to rain?

• Does it happen that each time you think
it would rain, it rains?

Generally our elders try to predict rain.
Sometimes their expectations come true
and sometimes  not. They look for some
indications to make such predictions.

Do you know what they are ? Discuss
in groups and make a list of those
indications.

It is a common experience for everybody to
hear elder people talking about the possible

weather on a day before planning to
celebrate a function of  the family. They do
it by observation of  different seasons.
Farmers listen to radio or watch T.V. for
weather forecast. They depend on these
weather predictions to plan their agricultural
activities. These weather predictions effect
our daily life.

• Where do these predictions come from?

• How does the meteorological
department make these predictions?

The meterological department collects data
with certain devices and uses it to make
predictions.

Activity - 1:

Observe the following table.

This is about weather of Hyderabad for
three consecutive days.

• What  aspects do you see in this weather
record?

• On which day did it  rain ?

We find that these aspects of  weather keep
changing. The humidity changes, the wind
changes, the temperature changes the sunrise
and sunset times change too.

6 WEATHER - CLIMATE

Fig. 1
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Weather aspects Day - 1 Day - 2 Day - 3

Maximum Temperature 28oC

Minimum Temperature 21oC

Rainfall None

Sky may be Clear

Wind velocity Very mild breeze

Humidity 95%

Sun rise 6:25 a.m.

Sun set 5:40 p.m.

27oC

17oC

Light Shower

Cloudy

Mild breeze

90%

6:30 a.m.

5:40 p.m.

29oC

21oC

None

Cloudy

Good breeze

85%

6:31 a.m.

5:41 p.m.

Table - 1

We find that there are some changes in
a day. But most of  the day is normal.
The weather is a complex phenomenon
that it can vary over very short period of
time.  Sometimes it is sunny in the
morning but clouds appear from
somewhere and it starts raining.  Within
a matter of a few minutes this gives  way to
bright sunshine. You must have had
several such experiences. The temperature,
humidity, rain, wind speed change. All
this effects the life of human beings and
other living organisms. This constitutes
weather.

Do you know?

Many people died during the tsunami
in Andaman and Nicobar islands in
2004.  But the tribals who observed

the ocean moving back and birds making
sounds moved away from danger. They
could predict the danger and save their
lives.

Activity - 2: Plotting Graph

• Take a newspaper or watch the TV
news and record the maximum and
minimum temperature, rainfall,
humidity and wind pattern of any 3
cities or towns in a table. Do this over
a week.

• Take the figures of  the maximum
temperature over a week and plot the
data on a graph. For example one is
given here.S.C

.E
.R

.T
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Graph

Table - 2

Day Date Maximum
temperature

1

2

3

4

5

10-12-11

11-12-11

12-12-11

13-12-11

14-12-11

30oC

31oC

31oC

30oC

30oC

• Fig. 1 Graph showing the variation of
maximum temperature during 10-14
Dec. 2011 at Hyderabad.

• Draw graphs for the minimum
temperature and humidity as well.

Activity - 3: Understanding weather
reports
Report 1:
Isolated rain or thunder showers are lightly to occur
over Chittoor, Nellore, Prakasham and some parts
of  Kadapa districts. Mainly dry weather will prevail
over southern Telangana districts and northern coastal
districts of  Andhra Pradesh. Sky may be cloudy
for the next two days in Kurnool and Ananthapur
districts.

Report 2:
According to meteorological department report 42oC
maximum temperature recorded at Ramagundam
of Peddapally district and 29oC minimum
temperature recorded at Aarogyavaram of  Chittore
district. Because of cumulonimbus clouds 2mm of
rainfall was recorded in Hyderabad. Scattered
rainfall recorded in some parts of interior
Rayalaseema. Remaining part of  Telangana and
Andhra Pradesh States was dry.
• Which report explains what will

happen?
• What aspects of the weather are

discussed in both the reports?
• What are the differences in the weather

situation given by the two reports?
The report that explains future conditions is
a weather forecast. The report that explains
about past conditions is a weather report. In
common conversation we often refer to both
as weather report.
Measuring components of weather
We have different types of  measuring
instruments to measure different weather
components. Do you know how we measure
them? Let us know how to measure weather
components like temperature, rainfall, wind
speed, humidity etc.
Measuring temperature of a place
The weather of a place can change every
day. This is why we often say today’s weather
is very humid or it is too hot and so on.
Generally mornings and evenings are pleasant
during summers but we feel that it is very
hot during noon.
• How do we compare a place which is

hot with a place which is  cool ?
• How do we determine the hottest part

of the day?
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We have already learnt that there are
thermometers that help us measure the
temperature. There is a special thermometer
to measure highest and lowest temperatures
of  a day.

Activity 4:

Take a maximum minimum thermometer
(MMT) from your school laboratory.  Let us
find out how to use it to measure the two
temperatures.

lowest temperatures of a place. This consists
of a cylindrical bulb A, connected through
a U-shaped tube to spherical bulb B that
contains alcohol.

When the temperature increases, the
alcohol in the bulb A expands.  The
mercury in the U tube goes up to the
bulb B side and the  indicator (I1) also
moves up. This indicates maximum
temperature of  the day.  If  the temperature
decreases, alcohol in the bulb A contracts
then the mercury in the U-tube goes to
the A bulb side and the indicator (I2 ) also
moves up.  This indicates minimum
temperature of  the day. After taking
readings the indicators I2 and I1 are
brought to their original places by using a
magnet.

Collect weather reports of a nearby city from
newspapers. Tabulate your observations for
a week and compare them.

Write your observations in the table about the
temperature that you have collected and
measured at your school.

Fig - 2

Table - 3

Date
Minimum Time Maximum Time Minimum Maximum

Comparsion

Temperature at your school
observed by MMT

Temperature obtained based on
Radio or TV forecast

Six invented the maximum minimum
thermometer (MMT) to measure highest and
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• When was the maximum temperature
recorded?

• When was the minimum temperature
recorded? Why?

• Is there any similarity in temperatures
between your school and the nearest
city?

Activity 5

Pravin has measured temperature of his
village with the help of  MMT. He expressed
his observation through a graph. Observe
the graph.

• For how many days did Pravin observe
the temperature of his village?

• On which day was the highest
temperature recorded?

• On which days did the lowest
temperature recorded?

Make a graph with your observations of
maximum and minimum temperatures.

Measuring rainfall

• How can we measure the amount of
rainfall at a particular place?

Farmers estimate the rainfall based on the
wetness of the soil after the rain. They call it
as “PADUNU”. This much of  rainfall is
sufficient to start agricultural activities like
ploughing. This is an approximate measure.

Activity - 6:
Take a 10cm wide beaker
and insert a funnel of the
same width. Keep the
apparatus in an open
place when it is raining.
The rain water would be
collected through the
funnel into the beaker.
After the rain is over,
measure the amount of
water collected in the
beaker. If  the depth of  water is 1 cm then
that the magnitude of rainfall is 1 cm.
Meterologists measure the rainfall using a
“Rain gauge”.  It is also called Udometer or
Pulvinometer or Anthrometer.

Graph showing the variation of
maximum temperature during the period
of 10 to 14 Dec. 2011.

Table - 4

Day Date Maximum
temperature

1

2

3

4

5

10-12-11

11-12-11

12-12-11

13-12-11

14-12-11

31oC

32oC

32oC

32oC

32oC

Fig - 3
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They can measure exact amount of rainfall.
Rainfall is expressed in centimeters or
millimeters.

In rural areas if  there is rainfall at the right
time farmers celebrate crop festivals.

• How do farmers celebrate the first
showers?

• Try to find out about this.

• Discuss with your elders in your
village/town. You can also collect the
songs they sing at that time. Display
them on your school wall magazine.

Direction of the wind
We feel happy in the mornings and
evenings in summer. At that time cool breeze
blows. We know that there is air in our
surroundings and also that moving air is
wind.

• Can we guess what the direction of
wind is?

Activity - 7:
Let us find the direction of wind by using
card board pieces and a  thin nail.

Take two cardboard pieces and cut them the
shape of  an arrow and paste them together.

Insert a thin needle or iron wire (as shown
the figure) in the middle of  the arrow.
The needle must be long enough to be
fixed on a strong base and should allow the
arrow to move along the direction of the
wind.

Fig - 4

Time East North
East

North
West West South

West South South
EastNorth

Early
Morning

Noon

After Noon

Evening

Night

Table - 5

We can also measure wind speed and
direction with an Anemometer.

Fig - 5

Observe the direction of  wind in one day
with the help of anemometer you made
Tabulate your observation of  wind direction.
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• Does the wind move in the same
direction  the whole day?

• In which direction does it move in the
morning?

Humidity:

Why is it sweaty in Vijayawada and relatively
less in Hyderabad in summer? Even though
it is hotter, we do not sweat as much in
Hyderabad. In places near a river or in
coastal regions the weather in summer is
humid.

In summer season if you are in coastal region
you would feel very sweaty in addition to
feeling hot winds.Vijaywada is  more humid
than Hyderabad.

• Why is Vijaywada generally more
humid?

Activity - 8:

Take about 10 ml water in a test tube. Heat
it on a Bunsen burner or a candle. What
happens? Think about it.

the same way sea water changes into vapour
due to heating by the sun.

The quantity of moisture in the air is the
‘humidity’ of the place. If the humidity is
high  when it is hot, we feel sweaty. We will
learn more about humidity in subsequent
classes.

Think and discuss:

• Why do people living in hot and humid
region wear cotton clothes?

• In which season is the  quantity of
moisture in the air  high?

Are weather conditions cyclic during the
years?

We know that in the equatorial region it is
very hot and in the polar region it is very
cold. How can we say a particular place is
cold or hot?

Activity - 9:

Observe the weather report (temperature
and rain fall) of  two places in Telangana
state. The average temperature and rain fall
for the last 25 years of the particular month
is given in the table. (See the table in next
page)

• In which month was maximum
temperature recorded? Why?

• Comparatively which place is hot? Why?
• How can you say Arogyavaram is

cooler than Ramagundam in summer?

If the same weather  recurs periodically at a
place it  is considered as climate of that
place.

Fig - 6

• Why do bubbles appear in water?

• Why is the water level reducing?

• Where did the water go?

When water is heated, it changes into water
vapour. The vapour enters into the air. In
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Table - 6

January 30 1 28 6

February 32 - 28 2

March 34 - 29 -

April 38 - 30 1

May 41 1 33 3

June 39 4 31 3

July 36 2 30 8

August 38 10 30 16

September 35 11 29 9

October 36 11 29 18

November 31 11 28 23

December 32 9 28 14

Month Average
temperature in

Celsius degrees

Average Rainfall
in millimeters

Average
temperature in

Celsius degrees

Average Rainfall
in millimeters

Ramagundam Arogyavaram

What is Climate?

The average weather pattern taken over a
long time, say 25 years, is called climate of
that place.

Broadly, the same patterns of  temperature,
rainfall, humidity wind speed that have been
generally continuing for a long time, say the
last 25 years, at a place gives the climate of
that place.

If we find that temperature at a place is
generally high for large part of the year, we
say the climate of that place is hot.

• When would you say that the climate
of a place is rainy or cold?

Activity - 10

Observe features of  the following states, and
specific places in India from an ATLAS. Try
to write down something about the climate
in these areas.

The Indian Meteorological Department
(IMD) studies climate of  our country.

1 Kerala

2 Andhra Pradesh

3 Rajasthan

4 Jammu & Kashmir

5 West Bengal

S.No. Climatic ConditionState

Table - 7
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Climate describes the weather condition
occurring over a relatively longer period
of  time in a given place. For example in
the month of  June. We expect the weather
to be dry in Bangalore, humid in Kolkata,
hot  and dry in parts of Rajasthan, cold in
Kashmir and rainy in Coastal Kerala.
What does this tell us? Think about it.  For
example does it mean that in coastal Kerala
it is always rainy in the month of June and it
would be always humid in Kolkata?

Do you know?

The people living in an area adjust to the
conditions of  climate. For example the rain
fall has being relatively less for the past
two decades. Even in Rayalseema during
rainy season the tanks and canals remain
dry. The dried canals and tanks are now
used for other purposes. The less rainfall
has also led to developing ways to use less
water. The change in rainfall pattern shows
there may be shifts in climate over long
periods of time. In areas which do not
have a climate of rain when it rains heavily
there is no way to drain out the water. As
a result many areas were flooded and
submerged in Kurnool  in 2010 and also
in other parts of Rayalaseema.

Now-a- days there is a complaint that climate
is not as ordered as it was.  Seasonal climatic
condition do not appear as predictable and
known. Think what may be the reasons for
this.  Give examples of  such changes in your
area after discussing to elders.

Climate and life style

Climate  mostly effects on our daily life. We
change our life style to suit that climate. We
wear cotton clothes in summer. We want to
drink cool water also. What do we like to
do in winter?  We take care  to protect
ourselves from rain. Imagine the precautions
you would need to take if you were going to
visit Kashmir or Ooty during winter. Discuss
with your friend and write a note on these
precautions.

Key words

Weather, forecast, temperature, climate,
humidity

What we have learnt?

• Weather affects our life.
• The factors hot, cold, winds, rain etc

describe the weather of a place.
• We can measure temperature of  a place

with maximum and minimum
thermometer.

• The quantity of water vapour (moisture)
in air is humidity.  Humidity is
measured by a hydrometer.

• Rainfall of a particular place is
expressed in millimetre (m.m.),
centimetre (c.m.) and measured with a
rain gauge.

• Anemometer is used to measure wind
speed.

• Climate of a place can be defined after
25 years of  weather observations.

• We adjust to the climate to live
comfortably.
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Improving your learning
1. What aspects should you

observe to know and
predict the weather of
your village?

2. Read a newspaper,
collect the weather
reports in it. Write about  the various
elements of the weather mentioned  in the
report.

3. Where is the meteorological department in
your area? How is it useful to you?

4. If it is hot and sweaty at a place. What could
be the possible reasons for that?

5. Write true or false. Give reasons.
a. Minimum temperature is recorded in

early morning.  (           )
b. The direction and speed of wind is

found by an Anemometer. (             )
c. In summer the winds blow towards the

earth from the seas/ocean in the
afternoon (             )

d. Maximum temperature is recorded in
the month of  July. (             )

6. Observe the graph showing rainfall (in mm)
of  a place from August to December. Write
down the observations from it and what
inference you can draw.
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9. Collect the weather reports from the news papers and make a profile of  the weather in a city.
10. Every year we have floods in the rainy season. Why?
11. Observe your surroundings and try to predict how tomorrow would be?
12. Priya’s mother said “It is very hard to stay at Ramagundam during summer” Why did she say

so?
13. Collect different news papers and compare the weather reports. Are they same or not? Why?
14. Observe your surrounding immediately after rain. Express your feelings in the form of  a song.
15. Prepare some questions to conduct a quiz programme in your class on this chapter.

8. Explain these symbols used  in a weather forecast report.

7. Why do people need and observe
weather?
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Rajesh and Pavani
are studying at night
and the power goes
off. Rajesh searches
the table desk for
the torch and the
batteries.

Pavani tries to
insert the
batteries in the
torch, she tries
for a few
minutes and the
torch lights up.
You must be
familiar with
such a situation.

Think:
• Do you know how to insert batteries in

a torch?

• Can you make out whether the switch
of the torch is working properly?

• Can you determine whether the bulb in
the torch is fused?

In class 6 you have learnt about the torch
and how it works.  Now let us see what a cell
or battery contains.

ELECTRIC CURRENT7
- IT’S EFFECT

MAKE YOUR OWN CELL :

Fig. - 3

You will need a few things to make a cell.
First get two injection bottles. Then cut two
3cm long bits of thick copper wire.  Use
sandpaper to scrape about 1cm of the
coating off  both ends of  the wires. Break
and open a discharged dry cell and remove
its outer metal covering (made of Zinc). Cut
2mm wide and 3cm long zinc strip from
zinc plate and a copper strip from a copper
plate. Insert the copper strip and zinc strip
separately into the rubber caps of  the
injection bottles as shown in Fig 3. Ensure
that the copper strip and zinc strip do not
touch each other.

Now take a wire and connect the zinc strip
of one bottle with the copper strip of the
other bottle. Fill both bottles with sulphuric
acid (ask your teacher to help you). Carefully
close the bottles with the caps in which the
copper wires and zinc strips are inserted.
Your cell is ready.

Fig. - 1

Fig. - 2
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How will you test it?

Take an LED (Light Emitting Diode).
Attach two wires to its two terminals.
Touch the wire from one terminal to the
copper wire of the first bottle and the wire
from the other terminal to the zinc plate of
the second bottle.

Did the LED light up? In case you have any
problem, consult your teacher.

Do all the cells contain liquid in them? Let us

find out what  the batteries in our torches
contain.

Activity - 1 :

Take the help of  your teacher
to cut open a dry cell.  What
can you see inside it?  Observe
the chemical components in
the dry cell. Inside a dry cell
there are certain chemicals
which react with one another
to produce electric energy.

A dry cell consists of a container made up
of  zinc metal.  The container also serves as
the negative terminal in the centre.  A carbon
(graphite) rod with a metal cap serves as a
positive terminal.

The carbon rod is surrounded by a mixture
of carbon particles and a chemical called
ammonium chloride. The cell is sealed from
the top.

The dry cell can supply  electric current in a
circuit for a certain time. After that, its
chemicals get exhausted and it cannot be used
any more.

Dry cell converts chemical energy
into electrical energy

Symbols of electric Components

Do you know about symbols? How do
you indicate to your teacher that you wish
to go out to drink water? You know the
signs for addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division. You might have used the
symbols for ‘greater than’, ‘less than’ , ‘equal
to’ etc.

Symbols play an important role in our
life. They convey precise meaning with
few descriptions. Some common electric
components can be represented by
standard symbols as shown in the following
page.

Fig. - 4
Cell

Fig. 5 - Parts of  Cell

Zinc Container
(Negative terminal)

Amonium
Chloride

Paste

Metal cap
(Positive terminal)

Carbon
powder

Carbon rod

Seal

Outer
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Activity - 2 : Write the symbols for given
electric components in the table.

Table - 1

Activity - 3 :  Drawing a circuit diagram

In the previous class you have learnt
about some simple circuits. Let us learn a
little more about them by performing a few
experiments.

Look at figure 6. A bulb, battery and switch
are connected as shown. Can we make this
drawing simpler using symbols?  The picture
of circuit using symbols is called  a circuit
diagram.

Figure 7 shows a circuit diagram of the
circuit shown  in figure 6.

Circuit Diagram
There should be a source, which is one or
more electric cells (battery).  The switch can
be placed anywhere in the circuit.  If the
switch is in the ON position, the circuit is
complete from the positive terminal of  the
battery to its negative terminal. The circuit is
then said to be closed and the current flows
throughout the circuit constantly.  The wires
should not have any discontinuity (gaps).
When the switch is in the OFF position, the
circuit is incomplete. It is said to be open.
No current flows through any part of the
circuit.

Observe the sequence in which the cell, bulb
and switch are connected in the circuit.

The sequence of components is as
follows:

Is it compulsory to follow the above
sequence? Can you change the sequence and
still make the circuit work. Try this
experiment and write other possible
sequences.
……………………………………………
…………………………………..………..
…………………………………..………..

Series and Parallel circuits:
In a series circuit,  electricity has only one
path to flow through. All the electrical
components are connected in this path.  If
any one of them is removed or is not
functioning properly, the circuit will be
incomplete.

Fig. 6 - Simple switch
to close the circuit

Fig. 7 - Circuit
diagram

Positive terminal of  the cell

   Wire       Switch       Wire        Bulb

   Wire       Negative terminal of  the cell
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A parallel circuit has more than one path for
the flow of  electricity.  Each bulb in the circuit
is connected in a separate path through which
electricity can flow. If  any one of  the bulbs
removed the current flows continuesly in
parallel circuit.

Connecting Electrical cells in  series:

Activity - 4:

Take a dry cell and torch bulb. Connect the
bulb to a cell using copper wires shown in
figure-8.  Observe the intensity of  light.

Fig. 8 - Dry cell to make a bulb glow

Now take one more dry
cell and connect two cells
as shown in figure-9. In
this method the positive
terminal of  the first cell
and the negative terminal
of the second cell are
connected to the bulb.

Is there a difference in the intensities of the
bulb in the above case?  When does the bulb
glow brighter?

You may use three or four cells in the same
manner. The bulb glows brighter and
brighter. Thus by connecting cells in series,
we get a battery.  The battery cells in the
torch are  in series.

Think:

Can we connect as many cells as we want for
making a bulb glow brighter and brighter?
Is there any restriction on the how many cells
can be/should be used for a given bulb?

Connecting Electric cells in Parallel:

Activity - 5 :

Take three dry cells and connect them as
shown in figure-10.  That is, all the positive
terminals of  the three cells are connected
together and all the three negative terminals
are connected together.  These three positive
and three negative terminals are connected
to a bulb.

Is there any difference in the intensity of bulb
glow compared to that in the case of only
one cell?

Fig. 9 -
Connecting dry

cells in series

Fig. 11 - Parallel Circuit

Fig. 10 - Connecting cells in parallel
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Connecting Electric Bulbs in Series:

Connect three torch bulbs in series as shown
in figure-12.  Connect this to a dry cell.
Observe the brightness of  each of  the three
bulbs.  Now connect one more dry cell in
series with the first cell.  Observe the
brightness of  each of  the bulb.  Then connect
one more dry cell in series with the first two
cells.  Again observe the bulbs.

bulbs.  What would happen?  Can you
predict?

It means that if one bulb is disconnected the
other bulbs continue to glow.  This can be
observed in our household electric circuit.
All components in our houses are connected
in parallel.

Think:
• Why does the bulb glow brighter and

brighter when electric cells are connected
in series?

• Do the electric bulbs used in your house
glow with a dry cell? Why?

• Are the cells used in torch light and wrist
watch the same?

• What is the reason for connecting electric
bulbs in parallel in a household electric
circuit?

Heating effects of  Electric Current

The bulb becomes hot when
you put it on for some time.
Why do you think this
happens? It is the filament
of the bulb that heats up due
to current flowing through
it.

Fig. - 14
Electric Bulb

Fig. 12 - Bulbs connected in series

Disconnect one of the three bulbs from
circuit. What do you observe? In series
connection of  bulbs, if  one bulb gets fused,
all the other bulbs in the series will stop
glowing. It means that if  one bulb is
disconnected the other bulbs do not glow.
This can be observed in serial bulbs used in
decorative items at the time of marriages
and other festivals.

Connecting bulbs in parallel:

Activity - 6 :

Connect three bulbs in parallel as shown in
figure 13.  That is, one end of  each of  the
three bulbs are connected to one wire.  The
other ends of the three bulbs are connected
to another wire. These two wires are
connected to a  cell.  All the three bulbs
glow dimly.  Now disconnect one of  the

Fig. 13 - bulbs connected in parallel
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You might have seen
an electric iron,
electric cooker and
electric heater.  All
these contain a coil of
wire made up of
Nichrome. This coil is
called filament of the
appliance.

You might have noticed that when these
appliances are switched on, their filaments
become red hot and give out heat.

The amount of heat produced in a wire
depends on its material, length and thickness.
Thus, for different requirements, the wires
of  different materials, lengths and thicknesses
are used.

The wires used for making electric circuits
do not normally become hot.  On the other
hand, the elements of some electric
appliances become so hot that they are easily
visible.  The filament of an electric bulb gets
heated to such a high temperature that it starts
glowing and giving out light.

When an electric current passes through a
wire, the wire gets heated.  Can you think of
some electric appliances that get heated up
just like a bulb when electric current passes
through them?

Activity - 7 :

Think of the main use of electrical appliances
and write their names in the correct column.
One example is given for you.

An Electric kettle, a lift in a building, a street
lamp, a tube light, an exhaust fan, a rice
cooker, a cassette player, an electric mixer,
an electric oven, a water pump.

Tube Lights and Compact Fluorescent
Lamps (CFLs)

Wastage of  electricity can be reduced by
using fluorescent tube lights (figure-16 a) in
place of  bulbs.

Fig. 16 a – Tube light

Compact Fluorescent
Lamps (CFLs) (shown in
figure 16 b) also reduce
wastage and can be fixed
in  ordinary bulb holders.
The ISI mark of a lamp
ensures that the appliance is
safe.

Fig. - 15
Electric Heater

Table - 2

Fig. 16 b -
C.F.L.
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2 - ].zw
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ZEw�@*ì
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Compact Flourescent Lamps (CFLs)

',¹¢Å(jgÂk[Ñ!»ZEw�D�ñ
(16A- ëðÃ�ù�äÐgzuMh�X)^

k[Ñ"3ï JGH 16a-^
²)45½ï FGHjgÂÉ)^

(ÃZEw�äÐðÃ 1 6 B -

�ù�äÐgzuMh�XtË
Ì¬x¢Æ�®gk~Îñ

»¶Ky ISI YMh�X�6,ñ��
ZkÅsäÃªCÙ�@*ìX

',¹� 15-^

CFL 16b-^
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Electric Fuses

When excessive electric current flows through
a circuit the wires or the appliances may get
heated and can catch fire.  To avoid fire, a
safety device known as a fuse is connected in
series in the circuit.

The advantage  miniature
circuit breakers have over
fuses is that they can be
reset (manually or
automatically) to restore
normal operation, whereas
fuses need to be replaced
after every single
operation. The MCB can
be reset by hand and the circuit becomes
complete once again . Look for ISI mark on
MCBs also.

What can be a disadvantage of MCB?

Electricity in our home:

Fig. - 19 - Electric &  Digital Meter

Most of the electricity that we use at home
and at school is alternating current.  The mains
electricity that is supplied to our houses
comes from power stations. Sub-stations
distribute electricity.  Electricity is not free
of  cost.  We have to pay for it according to
how much we consume.  You may have
noticed that a person belonging to the
electricity department, the meter reader, visits
houses every month and takes the meter
readings.  If  you look at the meter in your
house you will notice a wheel that goes
around and the numbers in the window keep
changing.  Modern meters have digital
displays.

Fig. - 17 : Electric fuse

A fuse is a small, thin piece of wire as shown
in figure 17.  It is made of a special alloy
that gets heated quickly and melts.  If  the
current in the circuit is too high, the fuse
wire gets hot and melts.  This leaves a gap in
the circuit.  Automatically the circuit is
broken and flow of electricity is stopped.
This protects appliances from getting burnt
due to the passage of too large a current
through them.

Miniature Circuit Breaker (MCB):

These days Miniature Circuit Breaker (MCB)
 is increasingly being used in place of  fuses.
These are switches which automatically turn
off when current in a circuit exceeds the safe
limit.  It has a switch which goes OFF
automatically if  there is overheating. This
breaks the circuit. If we turn them on, the
circuit is once again complete

Fig. - 18 -
Miniature

Circuit Breaker
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: (Electric Fuse) ',¹Ai
Z¤/Ë',¹�zg~¢zg]Ðic*�{',¹gz*gCìÂ
',¹Wác*@*g¤/x��Zy~WvµYCìXZkÅ
gzuåxÆnZq-�õW!LLAióóÃ',¹�zg~
ZEwHY@*ì�ë�F,KM~a%Z�Z�@*ìX

',¹Ai 17-^
(tZq-{m 17- Ai@*g»Zq-gN*�Z�@*ì)^

Ð»gHY@*ì�¢¤/x��£Y@* (Alloy) ½]
ìXZ¤/',¹�zg~',¹gzic*�{�YñÂAi¤/x��à
ìXTÅzzÐ',¹�zg{�Y@*ìZzgp�Ð',¹
gz»·îÈ�Y@*ìXt¿',¹gzÆic*�{·îÅzzÐ
',¹WÑ]ÃWÐôpg�rìX

: Miniature Circuit Breaker (MCB)

»ZEwHYg;ìXt MCB W`ÀAiÅ(
Z,Îó��',¹�zg~¢zg]Ðic*�{ðÆ·î6,
p�ÐÈ�YD�Zzg',¹�zg{�Y@*ìX�z!*g{
Wy�ä6,',¹�zgå��',¹gzÕ@ìX

»ÃZ+{t MCB AiÅ/Ú
ì�tp�Ðc*øg~pZéÆ

�YìXZ#�Ai Reset _.
Zq-%ûVYä6,ZÐps�**

ISI y%h+Dz�Ü MCB 7,@*ìX
»¶Ky¢zg�BX

Æv**]H�?Î8/õ FGZzgsX MCB

øg}yzV~ZEwÅYäzZà',¹gz:

Z9uZzge´',¹¢ak 19-^
ZÒøg}yzVZzgZjw~ZEwÅYäzZà',¹gz
��w',¹gzBCìXt��w',¹gz0*îgZ°VZzg

ëÅYCìXðj�ÛZë7 f~Z°VÆfg=�ÛZ
ÅYCìXÎðëÜs�D�ZkÅZâ�7
�Z�Z�ã7,CìXW\ä�¬�Ç�Y',¹Ð

Zq-¿â;:øg}yzVÃW�',¹gi+jáY@*
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ñ��yÐ$+s�ñÃWNÐXW`ÀÆ].h+

0*c*Y@*ìX (Display) ¢ak~e§́i»e_5ÑõF

18-^
Miniature Circuit
Breaker (MCB)
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What does the term ‘one unit’ mean?  How
is the usage of electricity measured?  If you
look at the bulbs used in your home, you
will notice that they are marked in watts
25W, 40 W, 60W, 100W.  The wattage (W)
measures how ‘powerful’ the bulb is.  The
brighter the bulb, the higher its wattage and
the more the electricity used by it.

1 Kilowatt (KW) is 1000 Watts (W).  When
any appliance of 1 Kilowatt is used for
one hour, it uses up one kilowatt - hour
(KWH) or ‘one unit’ of  electricity.  If  it runs
for two hours it will use up two units of
electricity.

You can learn how to calculate the amount
you have to pay in the electricity bill through
the following exercise table.

Exercise:

1) The meter reading in Ayub’s house
in January is 400 units, February 580
units. Calculate how much  his parents
would have to pay towards electricity
bill of  February?  The unit cost is
Rs. 3.05.

Note: Unit cost differs in different areas
and also on the slabs.  Electricity provided
for domestic purpose is cheaper compared
to that for commercial or industrial
purposes.

2. Suppose in a house there are four bulbs
of 100 W each, six of 60 W each and
six of 40 W each.  All of them are used
for two hours a day.  How many units
of electricity will be used up in 30 days?
How much will they have to pay at
Rs. 2.80 /- per unit.

Total power used

= (4 x 100W) + (6 x 60 W) + (6 x 40 W)

= 1000 W = 1 KW.

Total power used every day

= 2 hrs x  1Kw = 2 KWH

In 30 days, power used

= 2 x  30KWH = 60 KWH

The cost of the power is

=Rs. 2.80 x  60  = Rs. 168/-

Think:
Are there households in Telangana who
do not have electricity ?  Which areas of
Telangana are they found in large
numbers?  What may be the reasons for
those people having to live without
electricity?

Think:
Our country faces shortage of  electricity.  So
wasting electricity means you are depriving
someone else of  electricity.

Table - 3
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Your bill also goes up. So use electricity
carefully and only when it is needed.  Think of
the ways of  saving electricity.

Do you Know?
Michael Faraday (1791-1867)
Michael Faraday observed that by moving
a magnet in and out of a coil. we can make
electric current flow through the coil. Using
this he built the first electric generator or
dynamo in 1831. He also invented the
transformer.

New words:
Cell, Battery, Fuse, Series Circuit,
Parallel Circuit, Circuit Diagram, Tube
light, Compact Fluorescent Lamps,
Miniature Circuit Breaker, Watt, Kilow wt
hour.
What we have learnt?
• Electric cell is a source of  electric energy.

• The two terminals of  an electric cell are
called positive (+ve) and negative (-ve).

• Dry cell converts chemical energy into a
electrical energy.

• Two or more cells joined together form
a battery.

• The battery cells in the torchlight are kept
in series.

• An electric bulb has a filament that is
connected to its terminals.

• An electric bulb glows when electric
current passes through it.

• In a closed electric circuit, the electric
current passes from one terminal of  the
electric cell to the other terminal.

• Switch is a single device that is used  either
break the electric circuit or to complete it.

• If one bulb is disconnected in a series
connection, all the other bulbs also  get
disconnected.

•       Wastage of  electricity can be reduced by
using fluorescent tube lights in place of
bulbs.

• Safety devices used in electric circuit are
fuse, miniature circuit breaker.

• 1 Kilowatt (KW) equal to 1000 watts.

Improve your learning
I. Answer the following
Questions
1. Draw the symbols of

the following electric
components
a) Cell b) Battery
c) Switch d) Electric bulb

2. Draw an electric circuit diagram consisting
of a cell, a bulb and an electric switch.

3. In a series connection of  bulbs, if  one
bulb  fails, why do all other bulbs go OFF?

4. Write the difference between series
connection and parallel connection.

5. What is the advantage of Miniature
Circuit Breaker?

6. Fill in the blanks
a. Longer line in the symbol for a cell

represents its ________ terminal.
b. Smaller line in the symbol for a cell

represents its ________ terminal.
c. The combination of two or more

cells is called a ____________
d. Safety device used in electric circuit

is ____________
e. The device used to close or open an

electric circuit is ____________
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^Z@*g�X
¢Æë��h~Z¤/Zq-¢**»g{�Y@*ì (3)

Â�v¢YVÈ�YD�?
ë��hZzgëáZi~�h~�ÛtÒyÙ? (4)

ÆH¯ZZ+�? Miniature Circuite Breaker (5)

{à»VÃ6,ÙX (6)

............ Ë',¹{äÅ´#Ö~îsâ (a)

u}ÃªCÙ�CìX .......

.............. Ë',¹{äÅ´#Ö~¿â (b)
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7. Mark ‘T’ of  the statement is true and
‘F’ if it is false. Give reasons for  choice
of  answer.

a) In series circuit the electricity has
only one path  (T/F).

b) In parallel circuit the electricity has
more than one path  (T/F).

c) To make a battery of  two cells, the
negative terminal of  one cell is
connected to the negative terminal
of the other cell  (T/F).

d) When the electric current through
the fuse exceeds a certain limit, the
fuse wire melts and breaks  (T/F).

e) Usage of electricity is measured in
Watts  (T/F).

8. Choose correct answer.

A) Arun buys four bulbs of  15W, 40W,
60W and 100W respectively, Which
one should be use in his room as a
night bulb.

a) 15 W b) 40W     (      )
c) 60W d) 100W

B) Device used to close or open an
electric circuit is  (      )

a) Electric bulb b) Battery
c) Switch d) Fuse

C) Which one of the following is used
as a for light source.  (      )

a) Cassette player b) Electric mixer
c) Rice Cocker d) Table lamp

D) Safety device used in electric circuit
is  (      )
a) Electric bulb b) Battery
c) Switch d) Fuse

9. Visit your classmates houses. Find out
the meter readings of  three months.
Record your observations. Ask your
parents about how electricity bill is
paid?

10. Draw the circuit daigram for the
following series connection.

Fig. - 20
11. Match the following

1. Cell ( ) a) Used to open or close a circuit

2. Switch ( ) b) Safety device used in electric circuit.

3. Miniature Circuit Breaker ( ) c) A complete path for the flow of an electric
current

4. Circuit ( ) d) Reset by hand, circuit becomes complete
once again.

5. Fuse ( ) e) Converts chemical energy  into electrical
energy
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We know that when we ride on a bicycle in
the direction of the wind, it is easy to ride
the bicycle, but when we go opposite to the
direction of the wind, it is very hard and we
may tire easily.

• Do you guess the reason.

• How else does wind effect and influence
our lives?

Sometimes the wind is cold, pleasant and
sometimes we feel it is very hot.  It can blow
clouds and sometimes raises dust. It is
sometimes gentle but can be really strong
too and blow away things. You have read in
Class 6th that clothes dry faster on a windy
day.

• Write five examples from your daily life
that you feel are influenced by wind.

Since wind has so much effect on our lives
we have to find out what winds are? How
do they arise?  The air around us is rarely
still. It moves continuously from one
direction to another. The movement is in
many directions. This is what we call winds.
So we know that wind is moving air.

Let us do–1: Where do we find air?

Take a bucket full of  water and a transparent
glass. Take a paper, crumple it into a ball
and push it to the bottom of  the glass. Invert

AIR - WINDS -
CYCLONES8

this glass and immerse it in to the bucket of
water

Fig. - 1

Keep the glass straight and press it so that
the glass is completely under water. Take it
out and observe what happens.

• Did the paper in the glass get wet or
not?

• What would happen if you tilt the glass
while immersing it in water? Try it.

Activity - 2
Fill a bucket with water.  Take a bottle with
a narrow mouth and immerse it in the bucket
till it fills with water (Fig. 2).

• Did something come out of the bottle
when water entered it?

• How do you know whether something
came out or not?

• Would it be correct to say that a glass
or bottle that we think is empty is
actually full of air?

After doing activity 1 and activity 2, Rani said
that air is everywhere.
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Fig. - 2a Fig. - 2b

Any bottle, glass or any other container that
appears empty is actually full of  air. Nothing
can be added to it unless the air inside is
removed. It is only when some air is removed
that something else can enter. Air occupies
the space around us.

• Do you agree with Rani? Discus with
your friends and write the reasons for
your answer.

• Give a few more illustrations showing
that air needs to be removed from a
container before something else can
enter it.

What are the steps needed to use a dropper
to fill? Explain with the help of following
pictures.

 Fig. - 3a       Fig. - 3b         Fig. - 3c

Does Air exerts pressure?

You know that a bicycle tube or tube of  any
other vehicle can burst when it is over filled
with air. How does this happen? What does
the excess air do to the tube? Discuss with

your friends on how the air in the vehicle’s
tubes keeps them in shape.

Take a balloon and fill it with air. Keep
blowing more and more air into it. What
would eventually happen? The balloon
expands and after a point bursts.

• Why does it burst?

• Can we say that this activity also shows
that air exerts pressure?

• Give reasons for your answer.

List other experiences of situations where
air exerts pressure. For example these may
include a balloon being filled with air, the
air filled football that becomes hard, water
rising through a hand pump, air in the tubes
of  cycle, scooter or car. Think of  other
examples where we can see that the air exerts
pressure.

Activity - 3:

Take a syringe and
draw out its plunger
to the limit. Close the
nozzle of the syringe
with a finger and
press the piston.

• Were you able to press the piston?

• Did you feel  pressure on your finger
while doing so?

• What do you think exerted pressure on
your finger?

Fig. - 4
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Air Expands on Heating:
Activity - 4
Take an empty injection bottle and one empty
ball point refill. Remove the pin of the refill
and insert one of its ends in the cork of the
injection bottle as shown in Fig. 5.

Put a water drop on the
upper end of the refill. Rub
your hands together so that
they become warm.
Carefully pick up the bottle
and hold it in both your
hands for some time so that
the bottle also becomes
warm.

• What happens to the water drop?

• How does it behave?

Now keep this bottle in a saucer of cold
water and observe what happens to the drop.
Why does this happen?

• What makes the water drop inflate when
the injection bottle is held in cupped
hands? What happens to it in cold
water?

• Can we infer from the first observation
that air expands on heating?

• Can you state what happens to the air
in the bottle when it is cooled?

Activity - 5: Hot air is lighter than cold
air

Fig. - 6a                     Fig. - 6b

Take two paper bags or empty paper cups
of  the same size. Take a broomstick.
Hang the two bags in the inverted
position on the two ends of the broom
stick as shown in Fig.-6.  Tie a piece of  thread
in the middle of the stick. Hold the stick
by the thread, like a weighing balance. Put
a burning candle below one of the bags as
shown in the figure 6 (b) and observe what
happens.

• Why is the balance of the bags
disturbed?

Note that we have used paper bags or cups
as they are of  light weight and it would be
easier to see the results of this experiment.
Can we do this experiment with any such
light objects. Handle the burning candle
carefully.

Activity - 6

Take a balloon and fill it with air. Heat it
slowly by keeping near the burning candle.
What happens?

The balloon expands and the air inside exerts
more pressure on the walls.

• If  the tied end is opened now, what
would happen?  The air from the
balloon would slowly escape.  Why does
that happen?

Fig. - 5
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Activity - 7
Take a balloon. Blow air into it. As we fill it
up, it expands and it becomes harder to press
the walls of the balloon. The inside air exerts
pressure on the walls of the balloon.  Open
the mouth of  the balloon slightly. Observe
how air rushes out.

Air from the balloon comes out. You can open
the mouth less or more and control the flow
of  air. The air in the balloon is at high pressure
and it goes towards low pressure area.

You already know that when air moves, it is
called wind. Air moves from the region where
the air pressure is high to the region where
the pressure is low.  The greater the difference
in pressure, the faster the air moves. We still
have to think why winds occur in nature. How
is the pressure difference that causes winds
created in nature? Is there a difference in
temperature involved? The following activities
will help you to understand this.

Activity - 8:
Take an incense stick(agarbati) and light it.
Observe the smoke of  the incense stick?
Where does it go?  Observations from above
activities indicate that warm air rises up. Also,
it is important to remember that on heating
the air expands and occupies more space.
When something occupies more space, it
becomes less dense and lighter. The warm air
is therefore  less dense and lighter than  cold
air. Thus smoke and hot air go up.

When the hot air rises up, air pressure at the
place becomes low and we have many kinds
of winds as air comes in to occupy areas of
lower pressure. The differential heating of
land and water by the sun leads to land and
sea breeze.

 Fig. - 7  Land and sea breeze

The land heats up faster than the sea, so warm
air rises over the land during the day as it is
warmed by the Sun. At certain times of  a year,
this can create a sea breeze which is a gentle
breeze blowing into the land. At night, the land
cools faster than the sea, reversing the air flow.
This creates a land breeze that blows out to
sea.

Activity - 9
Effects of Moving air
(a) Take a glass and a postcard. Keep the glass
on a table and the postcard on the glass. Wave
your hand or note book above the post card
to displace the air just above
the postcard.

• What do you observe?

• Why did postcard lift
up?

(b) Now wet the edges of  glass with water.
Stick the post card to it, and hold it inverted
with  your  left  hand  as  shown  in figure (8 b)
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and move your right hand
or note book  to move
the air form under the
paper.

Can you imagine what
would happen?  Have you
ever seen high speed
winds blowing over the roofs of houses? If
roofs were weak they could be lifted and
blown away.

• If you have heard or seen any such
experiences share it with your friends.

When we move our hand there is movement
of air caused. The moving air creates low
pressure. Hence the paper lifts up due to the
higher pressure on the paper from air in the
glass. When on the other hand we hold the
glass facing down, the same thing happens
and the air inside the glass pushes the paper
out and makes the paper fall down.

WIND - UNEVEN HEATING ON
THE EARTH
We have discussed the cause of  winds in
areas near large water bodies including
seas and oceans, What about wind on the
other parts of the earth. What are the reasons
that different areas have different
temperature?

Uneven heating takes place on the surface of
the earth. There are a number of reasons for
this.

Let us try to find more about all these.

1. Uneven heating between the equator
and the poles.
You might have learnt in geography that the
region close to the equator gets more heat

from the sun. This is because of the
direction  of the sunlight being straighter close
to the equator. The air in these regions gets
warmer. The warm air rises, and the cooler
air from the regions in the 0-300 latitude belt
on either side of the equator moves in.
This movement of air sets forth winds that
move over the earth.

We have also seen that the increased wind
speed is accompanied by a reduced air
pressure and this aids rains.

Let us try to understand how winds are
produced, how they bring rain and how they
can be destructive sometimes.

2. Uneven heating of land and water

You have read about the sea breeze and
the land breezes.  In summer, near the
equator the land heats up faster.  The air
over the land gets heated and rises. This
causes the winds to flow from the oceans
towards the land. These are monsoon winds.
This is usual during the months of June to
September.

The direction of the wind flow gets
usually reversed in the months from
December to early March. The wind flows
from the land to ocean as the sea cools more
slowly.  The winds from the oceans carry
water and bring rains. Farmers in our country
depend mainly on rains for their harvests.
We can also generate energy from high speed
wind. Thus we can see the usefulness of winds
in our life.

Fig. - 8(b)
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• Write other uses of  wind you can think
of.

Do winds also cause harm? Let’s see how?
You may be familiar with the word cyclone.
During the months of May-June or October-
November reports about them can be seen
in the news papers/ T.V.

CYCLONES:

Cyclones are a form of  violent storms on
Earth. People call these storms by names
such as typhoons, hurricanes etc. depending
on where they occur. Ex: Lyla, Bulbul
cyclones. Let us try to understand the
phenomenon of cyclone through the
following activity.

Activity - 10:

Fig. - 9

Take a glass containing water and two straws.
Keep one straw in the water and another in
horizontal direction as shown in figure 9 and
blow through the horizontal straw.

• Did you observe any changes in the
water?

• What do you observe?
• Why is the water spray coming out from

the straw?
Discuss with your friends.

When you blow over the straw the water
comes out due to low pressure which forms
inside the straw. So the water from the glass
reaches up in the straw due to high pressure.
We see that the increased wind speed is
accompanied by a reduced air pressure.

How Cyclones are Formed

Tropical cyclones are like giant engines that
use warm moist air as fuel. The warm moist
air rises upward from near the surface. The
warm air rises causing an area of  lower air
pressure below. Air from surrounding areas
of high air pressure pushes into the low
pressure area. Then this “new” air becomes
warm and rises too.  As the warm air
continues to rise, the surrounding air swirls-
in to take its place and the water from the
sea surface also comes up with the air as you
have seen in activity 10. As the warmed moist
air rises and cools off, the water in the air
forms clouds.

The whole
system of
clouds and
winds spins
and grows,
fed by the
ocean’s heat
and water
evaporating
from the
surface. See the figure (10)

These kinds of satellite images help us to
predict the path of the cyclones to some
extent.

Fig. - 10
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DESTRUCTION BY CYCLONES:
Cyclones can be very destructive. The main
effects of cyclones include heavy rain and,
strong wind. The destruction of  a cyclone
depends mainly on its intensity, its size and its
location.

Fig. - 11

• Have you heard or seen any experiences
of  cyclones? Write about these in your
notebook.

• Collect information regarding cyclones
from news papers. Prepare a scrap book
with news paper cuttings followed by
small report prepared by you.

CYCLONES – Do’s and Don’ts:-

• We should not ignore the warnings issued
by the meteorological department
through T.V., Radio or news papers.
Pass on the information to others and
ignore rumors.

• When a cyclone alert is on for your area,
continue normal working but stay alert
to the radio warnings.

• Switch off electrical mains in your
house.

• Keep ready the phone numbers of all
emergency services like police, fire
brigade, and medical centers.

• Pack essentials for yourself  and your
family to last a few days, including
medicines, special food for those who
would need it. This may include babies
and elders.

Post cyclone measures
If you are staying in a cyclone hit area-

• Strictly avoid any loose and dangling
wires.

• Do not drink water that could be
contaminated. Always store drinking
water for emergencies.

• Do not go out at the flood water, fallen
trees and buildings for the sake of fun.

• Cooperate and help your neighbours and
friends.

Advanced Technology has helped and these
days we are better protected. In the early part
of  last century, coastal residents may have had
less than a day to prepare or evacuate their
homes from an oncoming cyclone. The world
today is very different. Thanks to satellites and
radars, a cyclone alert or cyclone watch is
issued 48 hours in advance of any expected
storm.  The message is broadcast every hour
or half an hour when a cyclone is near the
coast. Information about  cyclones will be
given by the Indian Meteorological
Department (I M D).

We have learnt that all storms are low pressure
systems. Wind speed plays an important role
in the formation of  storms.
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It is, therefore,  important to measure the wind
speed, The instrument that measures the wind
speed is called anemometer. (See extended
activities to make your own anemometer)
Key words:
Wind, Expansion, Cyclone, Low pressure,
High pressure, Anemometer, Satellites,
Radars.
What we have learnt?
• Air is everywhere.
• The moving air is called wind.
• Air around us exerts pressure.
• Air expands on heating and contracts on

cooling.
• Warm air rises up whereas comparatively

cooler air tends to sink towards the
earth’s surface.

• As warm air rises air pressure at the
place is reduced and the cooler air moves
into that place.

• Uneven heating on the earth causes wind
movements.

• Cyclones may be caused due to wind
traveling at high speed due to difference
in air pressure.

• It has become easier to study cyclones
with the help of  advanced technology
like satellites and radars.

Improve your learning
1. Fill in the blank .

a. Wind is —— air.
b. Winds are

generated due to
——— heating on
the earth.

c. Near the earth’s surface —————
air rises up whereas ————— air
comes down.

d. Air moves from a region of ———
pressure to a region of —————
pressure.

2. Suggest two methods to find out wind
direction at a given place.

3. State two experiences that make you think
that air exerts pressure. (Other than those
given in the text).

4. While constructing a house, where do we
construct ventilators; why?

5. Explain why holes are made in banners
and hoardings hanging in the open.

6. How will you help your neighbours in
case cyclone approaches  your village/
town?

7. In the day time, when we go to the sea
the air blows towards us and does not
go towards the sea. Explain.

8. Which of the statements given below is
correct?  Write the reasons.
a) In winter the winds flow from the

land to the ocean.
b) In summer the winds flow from the

land towards the ocean.
c) A cyclone is formed by a very high

pressure system with very high speed
winds revolving around it.

d) The coastline of India is not
vulnerable to cyclones.

9. Read the following procedure and make
your own anemometer.

Collect the following items
4 small paper cups, Two strips of  the
cardboard 20 cm long, 2 cm width, Gum,
Stapler, Sketch pen, sharpened pencil.
Take a scale draw crosses under the card
board strips as shown in  figure 12.
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Fix the strips at the centre, putting one over
the other they make a ‘+’ sign. Now fix the
cups at the ends of  the strips. Colour one cup
with sketch pen. All four cups should face in
the same direction.
Push a pin through the
centre of the strips
and attach the strips to
the sharpened pencil.
Check that the strips
rotate freely and when
you blow on the cups.
Your anemometer is
ready. Counting the number of  rotations for
a minute will give you an estimate the speed
of the wind.
10. Collect some articles and photographs

from news papers and magazines about
storms and cyclones. Make a story on
the basis of what you learnt in this
chapter.

11. Interview eye witnesses to collect the
actual experiences of people affected by
a cyclone.

12. More fun with air. Do the following
activities and write your findings. Take
an empty bottle and place it on the table
as shown
in figure
13. Place
a cotton
ball just
inside its
m o u t h .
Now try
to blow air on the ball to send it into the
bottle, and then try the activity with
bottles of  different sizes. Throw a
challenge to your friends whether they
can send the cotton ball inside the bottle
by blowing air.

13. Blow out the ball and write your
observations.

Take a funnel and ball, keep the
funnel in your mouth as shown
in figure 14(a). Keep the ball in
the funnel. Blow air through the
funnel and try to send out the
ball from funnel. What
happens? Have you succeeded
in sending the ball out?
And then place the ball on
your hand and put the
funnel over the ball as
shown in figure 14(b).
Now blow air forcefully
through funnel and try  to
blow out the ball from the
funnel (while blowing air, remove hand).
• What did you observe?
• What did you expect?
• What happens?
Try to answer and discuss with your friends.
14.  Flow of air
Take a large plastic bottle and a two
holed rubber cork that fits firmly
into its mouth. Also take two glass
tubes. Tie a coloured balloon to the
lower end of  one of  the glass tubes.
Insert the glass tubes into the two
holes of the cork. The glass tubes
should fit tightly in the holes.
Close the mouth of the bottle with the cork
and seal it with sealing wax to make the bottle
airtight. The balloon should be inside the
bottle as shown in Fig. 15.
Now suck air out of the bottle through the tube
that doesn’t have a balloon attached to it.
• What happens to the balloon?
• Why do you think this happened?

Fig. - 12

Fig. - 13

Fig. - 14(a)

Fig. - 14(b)

Fig. - 15
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